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Abstract
Many organisations invest heavily in backup and cyber insurance because they
recognise that when they lose their information systems, their survival is at risk, with
outages sometimes costing as much as millions per hour. It is therefore an important
part of business to assess and measure possible IT-related risks. The Computer Security
Institute and

Australian Computer Emergency Response Team studies provided

benchmark figures for international comparison, but New Zealand literature searches
brought nothing comparable to light. While New Zealand might appear in many aspects
similar to these two nations, it might be considered to require separate study to
investigate how far similarities extend in the domain of computer crime and security.
One of the NZ government’s cyber-strategy goals was to build strategic relationships to
improve cyber security for critical national infrastructure and other businesses, so one of
the current research goals was to provide a resource to assist NZ Information
Technology managers with regard to security budget planning and choosing which
security technologies to

implement within the risk

context of their particular

organizational size and industry sector.
It was expected that apart from where nations differed obviously in governmental, legal
and economic systems, the state of information security in the New Zealand Information
Technology Infrastructure would be similar to that of the United States as measured by
the Computer Security Institute surveys, and that of Australia as measured by the
Australian Computer Emergency Response Team surveys.
A survey was constructed based on the CSI/FBI question set, with additional questions
from the corresponding Australian survey and other relevant sources. The resulting data
were not suitable for formal tests of statistical significance, but comparison of the
various studies provided evidence for the research question.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

The 20th century, particularly the latter half, has been called the century of American
hegemony (Cobbett & Germain, 2012, p. 110). As the only large industrialised
economy undamaged by the First and Second World Wars, driven by the consolidation
of corporate capitalism from military and industrial growth of World War II and the
Cold War, the United States of America became the powerhouse economy in the latter
half of the last century (Reynolds, 2002, pp. 244-245). As such, it was at the forefront of
technological development, including that of the exponentially expanding computing
industry and the birth of the Information Age (Mahoney, 1988, p. 113). Based in the
United States, the Computer Security Institute (CSI) was a membership association that
provided education and advocated the criticality of information asset protection from
1974 to 2011. The organisation served and trained information, computer and network
security professionals.
Crime research is a growing area, with transnational organised crime estimated to be
worth around 128 billion dollars (Bosco, 2013). During 2013, a major organisation was
hacked every few weeks, with one Facebook hack exposing 150 million private client
records, and according to United Nations (UN) figures, more than a million individual
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses functioned as command and control servers for botnets
in 2011 (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2013, pp. 25, 32; Wolfe, 2013).
Organisations are coming to understand that the increased threat requires greater
investment in security (Wolfe, 2013).
The Computer Security Institute, associated with the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), began running the annual CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey in 1996
(Richardson, 2011). The survey collected organisational information from a wide range
of organisational sizes and types, including government, in order to build a snapshot of
the general state of computer security in the USA. The 2007 report noted that although
their colleagues within the Bureau continued to provide insight and opinion regarding
the survey, the FBI nomenclature had been discontinued and the survey was henceforth
entirely administered by CSI. The annual report is generally acknowledged to be “the
longest-running survey in the information security field” and other authors such as the
1

World Wide Web consortium call it “the most widely quoted set of statistics in the
industry” (Richardson, 2008; World Wide Web Consortium, 2008).
The Australian Computer Emergency Response Team (AusCERT) became affiliated
with CSI/FBI in order to run a parallel annual survey in Australia, which was published
between 2002 and 2006, utilising some questions from the CSI/FBI survey. This
allowed international data comparisons between the USA and Australia.
While New Zealand might appear in many aspects similar to these two nations, there
may be many differences in terms of computer security that might render inapplicable
the solutions found effective in other nations. As a smaller yet distinct economy
physically and regulatorily distant from its western neighbour, New Zealand might be
considered to require separate study to investigate how far similarities extend in the
domain of computer crime and security.

1.2

Purpose of the study (justification)

The Computer Security Institute and Australian Computer Emergency Response Team
studies provided benchmark figures for international comparison, but New Zealand
literature

searches

brought

nothing comparable

to

light.

Contacts

within the

Government Communications Security Bureau and its subsidiary the Centre for Critical
Infrastructure Protection also did not know of any comparable NZ survey. With
computer crime arguably having more impact than conventional crime, one inference
from the 2004 Security Research Group annual post-graduate computer security survey
was that greater awareness of computer security issues and trends was needed in IT
management, so it was decided that a parallel NZ survey was worth pursuing to
strengthen the nation’s infrastructure (Quinn, 2005a; Sen, 2001, p. 3).

1.2.1 Infrastructure
We rely on our society’s technological infrastructure for almost every part of our lives;
food, water, heat, health services, communication and commerce, but this reliance
carries with it the security threat of major disruption (Kizza & Kizza, 2008). A rapidly
growing portion of infrastructure has to do with the handling of information, which
carries a correspondingly large need to protect that information (Kizza & Kizza, 2008).

1.2.2 Information infrastructure
For organisations whose business depends heavily on their information data network,
losses due to outages are estimated to be easily in the millions per year (Pisello &
2

Quirk, 2004). Many organisations invest heavily in backup and cyber insurance because
they recognise that when they lose their information systems, their survival is at risk,
with outages sometimes costing as much as millions per hour (Eagle Rock Alliance
Ltd., 2001). It is therefore part of business to assess and measure possible risks.

1.2.3 Risk measurement
Risk measurement is not new. Crockford defines it as “the identification, assessment,
and prioritization of risks”(Crockford, 1986, p. 4). Engineers working under a grant
from the US Department of Homeland Security in 2003 successfully defined a risk
measurement formula R=FVC, where risk (R) equates to frequency (F) multiplied by
vulnerability (V) multiplied by cost (C), but acknowledged that assigning values to these
variables is difficult (Hutchinson, 2005, p. 40). Although it is difficult and sometimes
expensive, risk measurement is necessary, and scarce resources are often apportioned
based on risk assessment (Landoll, 2011, see 1.3.3.3).
Some risks are generic, whereas some are very specific, depending on technology or
practice, as well as economic, legal and regulatory environments. Each risk poses the
threat of a cost that would impinge on an organisation’s profitability and may even
affect its viability.

1.2.4 NZ-specific information security
The advent of both the ‘Internet of Things,’ and limited address IPv4 giving way to
unlimited address IPv6 indicate that Internet growth is increasing, which foretells
growth in e-crime (Sen, 2001, p. 4). Localised cultural variations affect how security is
conducted, so having a national can-do ‘No. 8 wire’ cultural attitude, a western
economy with a relatively small population, and being far enough away from the main
technology markets for it to be used as a testing ground for technological innovation,
New Zealand is often at the bleeding edge of development, not excepting technology
applications; consider for example the revamping of the nation’s telecommunications
infrastructure over the last two years (Nelson, 2011). Although ATM use in the early
1970s was slow to catch on in the US, in the late 1970s Electronic Funds Transfer
(EFT) systems began with Bank of America and Citibank (White & Islam, 2008, p. 23)
and since the introduction of EFT in New Zealand, implementation has become
ubiquitous (Gregor, 2009).

3

The light regulatory environment under the NZ Commerce Commission, as opposed to
more direct and overarching legislative controls like the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act, means
that NZ is free to pursue more individualised solutions in situations threatening
competitive development within the infrastructure (Clark, 2006, pp. 1-2) 1 . This is the
reason why Forbes Magazine rated NZ as the best country to do business in 2012
(Badenhausen, 2012). This freedom to develop without restriction also carries an
element of danger: How to keep pace with cyber-security issues as technology
advances?

1.2.5 Goals
To meet the cyber-security issues of cyber-crime, cyber-espionage, hacktivism, and
terrorist use of the internet requires a partnership approach, with each playing their part
(NZ Ministry of Business, 2011, p. 6). For the current research, the complex subject of
New Zealand Information Technology Infrastructure was divided into several topical
sub-questions. Without New Zealand benchmarks, incident handling left to the
individual might vary widely, so the first goal was to provide NZ-context benchmark
data in the following areas:
•

Security technologies in use

•

Number, type and cost of security incidents and how those incidents were
handled

•

Security standards, training, policies & procedures.

The second goal was to enable comparison with overseas data such as that of CSI and
AusCERT to establish whether New Zealand is similar to Australia and the United
States in the areas of computer crime and security, therefore allowing early warning for
New Zealand when issues are seen to threaten similar nations.
As one of the NZ government’s cyber-strategy goals was to build strategic relationships
to improve cyber security for critical national infrastructure and other businesses, the
third goal was to provide a resource to assist NZ Information Technology managers
with regard to security budget planning and choosing which security technologies to
employ within the risk context of their particular organizational size and industry sector
(NZ Ministry of Business, 2011, p. 6). It was intended that respondent organisations

1
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would gain both practical and theoretical insights by their cooperation and involvement
with the project.
It was considered that the best way to achieve these goals was to survey practitioners
responsible for IT security in their individual organisations. After the marked success of
the pilot 2005 study, the survey was then run for a further three periods. The questions
were designed to gather data from the previous calendar year. Survey results from each
period allowed comparisons with overseas results from CSI and AusCERT, which will
be discussed in Chapter 4. Within each period of the survey, individual areas of interest
to the author and to project partners were also investigated. These specific areas of
investigation each give rise to a number of trends over the entire four periods, which
will also be discussed in Chapter 4.

1.3

Research question

The aim of this research is to evaluate the state of information security in the New
Zealand Information Technology Infrastructure.
It is expected that the state of information security in the New Zealand Information
Technology Infrastructure will be similar to that of the United States as measured by the
Computer Security Institute surveys, and that of Australia as measured by the Australian
Computer Emergency Response Team.
Comparisons for the purpose of this research will be based on the following areas:
Demographics, Technologies, Preventative-management measures, and Cyber-security
incident statistics.

1.4

Scope

The study is limited to New Zealand organisations employing an IT Manager,
functional equivalent, or other informed decision maker in an IT management role and
years 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2010.

1.5

Assumptions

Due to time and survey size constraints it was necessary to impose assumptions on this
study. These are listed below.
1. Addressing 500 IT Managers or functional equivalents will result in the return of
sufficient data to represent the population.

5

2. Sample sizes of 218 of 500, 113 of 486, and 150 of 396 are assumed to be valid
samples in an estimated New Zealand population of 3,000-4,000 IT Managers
(Statistics NZ, 2013a).

3. The sample size gives a margin of error of approximately 8% to 9%, which is
considered to be acceptable for this research.

4. National differences in regulatory and legislative controls will affect national
results.

1.6

Importance of the study

1.6.1 Importance to business
As users influence business towards technological advancements, particularly regarding
social networking, there is more risk involved to the security of the informational
infrastructure (Kizza & Kizza, 2008, p. Ch. 1). Information security in New Zealand
(NZ) had not been widely measured or benchmarked until these surveys, so the answers
to survey questions are important to NZ infrastructure in that they fulfil both these
functions.

1.6.2 Importance of the problem
The study provides data to answer the problem of having no Information Technology
security

benchmarking

for

the

business

IT

management

community and

law

enforcement to work with.

1.7

Summary

The usefulness of the annual Computer Security Institute survey to organisations in the
United States and to researchers, paralleled by the usefulness of Australian data from
both the Australian Computer Emergency Response Team and the Australian Institute
of Criminology (AIC), and the interest shown by respondent organisations and by those
partnering with the New Zealand study indicate that the work is worthwhile.

1.8

Thesis structure

This remainder of this thesis is broken up into four chapters: Chapter 2 is the Literature
Review, Chapter 3 is the Method, Chapter 4 is the Results and Chapter 5 is the
Conclusions. Additional material appears in the appendices.
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2

Literature review

2.1

Introduction

The criminal landscape changes to reflect opportunity, and the term Cybercrime, coined
by William Gibson in 1982 and popularised in his 1984 novel Neuromancer, refers to
the crimes that take place within the growing virtual environment of computer networks
(Clough, 2010; Wall, 2007, p. 10). As Roberts puts it, “The Internet is now fundamental
to the economy” and cybercrime has become more sophisticated, “moving from simple
scams and fraud to organised crime, cyber-activism, cyber-terrorism and statesponsored malicious cyber activity” (Roberts, 2009). As the Internet of Things (IoT)
expands and more people utilise external Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) security
services, and business and computer security move to the cloud, organisations’ security
will increasingly move out of their control, and it will not be possible to assure the
privacy of unencrypted data in the cloud (ESET Latin America's research team, 2013;
Maisto, 2013; Milbourne, 2013). New challenges arise each year, and it is expected that
2014 will bring an increase in social engineering attacks, more advanced and stealthy
mobile malware, vulnerabilities from unsupported software, and more attention focused
on big data security, so business needs resources to inform planning, or as Raimund
Genes, CTO of Trend Micro said, "...2014 promises to be a prolific year for
cybercrime” (Trend Micro Incorporated, 2013).
Research undertaken as part of a 2004 project brought the CSI studies to the attention of
the author. Their annual surveys of computer crime and security ran from 1996 until
CSI closed down in 2011, reporting results based on the responses of self selected
industry security practitioners (Richardson, 2011, p. 3). The reports also analysed and
reported trends in technologies and security management tools in use, security
budgeting, prevalence, nature and cost of incident types, and how incidents were
handled, including the reasons why incidents were not reported to law enforcement or
even outside the organisation (Richardson, 2011). The usefulness of the CSI/FBI annual
reports

to

organisations planning security budgets and

technology management

pathways was clear, inspiring the author to recreate the resource for the New Zealand
context.
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2.2

The United States

Richardson asserts that the CSI surveys were the “leading source of information,” and
the “longest running survey” in the field, and the World Wide Web Consortium agreed
by noting that it was “perhaps the most widely quoted set of statistics in the industry”
(Gordon, Loeb, Lucyshyn, & Richardson, 2007; Richardson, 2008; World Wide Web
Consortium, 2008). As Richardson said, “One has to think about the relative importance
of dealing with one sort of threat over another, and for that it is hugely helpful to have a
sense of what other organisations are encountering” (Richardson, 2011, p. 11). The
strength of the industry’s faith in the reports lay in the identity of the respondents, who
were all security practitioners working at the bleeding edge and concerned enough
about improving security to become CSI members (Richardson, 2011).
The CSI survey question set remained quite stable, with the occasional supplementary
question added, or a resolved issue being dropped, and results mostly predictable. As
Richardson noted in the 2010 report, “many of the results reported by our respondents
easily could have been predicted based on looking at results from the past several years”
(Richardson, 2011, p. 1).
Both CSI and the author considered it important to keep the surveys current with
technological advances and therefore manage the data sought to find new information.
As new crime issues or technologies emerged, corresponding questions or question
categories were added to the CSI survey, e.g., Percentage of security budget allocated
for awareness training, and the new security technology category of Anti-spyware
(Gordon et al., 2007, p. 14). Security awareness training can be a useful tool, as so
many breaches could be avoided by awareness of such security basics as, ‘If it looks too
good to be true, it probably is,’ and ‘Should I be suspicious of the link in this email?’ As
Spitzner puts it, “...with awareness, you can get a tremendous return on your
investment, in many cases reducing up to 95 percent of the human risk, according to
measurements taken in phishing tests” (Spitzner, 2013). With a little thought on
incentives, and a little investment in training, it should be possible to avoid much ecrime.
To return to survey question changes, some CSI question options were later refined for
greater granularity insight, e.g., Security Audits became Internal Security Audits and
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External Security Audits (Gordon et al., 2007, pp. 15-16). Wherever the additional or
altered questions were relevant to the New Zealand context, the author would update the
New Zealand question set to mirror the CSI changes, as the research question expected
the majority of CSI questions to also be relevant in the New Zealand context.
The 2006 CSI survey addressed sources and frequency of attacks in a reformatted
earlier question that now focused on respondent assessment of the size of the insider
threat (Gordon et al., 2007, pp. 11-12). The new format enabled results to show that
although many believed insiders were not responsible for any loss, a significant
proportion saw them as responsible for over 80% of losses (Gordon et al., 2007, pp. 1112). Identifying the source of losses allows more effective resource targeting, and it was
hoped that the author’s research would assist New Zealand respondents to achieve this.
A question added to the 2007 CSI survey investigated the percentage of the security
budget allocated for security awareness training, revealing that just under half spent less
than 1% of their security budget on this (Richardson, 2008, p. 8). Opinion differs on the
effectiveness of security awareness training. Most security awareness training is aimed
at compliance and therefore fails to deliver results, but some programmes are successful
at changing end-user behaviour (Spitzner, 2013). It was therefore decided to update the
New Zealand question set to reflect that of CSI in this regard. Also in 2007, for
organisations where incidents were detected, a follow-up question was asked regarding
incident numbers, and respondents tended to detect increases (Richardson, 2008, p. 12).
This change was also mirrored in the New Zealand surveys.
One of the several new categories regarding actions taken after incidents showed that
one third of respondents did not change policies after incidents, “suggesting that there
was no need to create or amend policy, but rather that the policies had been broken or
that inside,

policy-governed behaviour was not a factor in the incident” (Gordon et al.,

2007, p. 22).
The most interesting CSI questions from the New Zealand standpoint are those where
direct comparisons are possible with overseas data, such as security technologies in use,
types of security incidents detected, who incidents are reported to, post-intrusion actions
taken,

security expenditure

outsourcing.
9

cost/benefit metrics,

and

level of security function

The CSI surveys did not attempt academic rigour: As Richardson said in the 2003
report, “The CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey has historically been a
fairly informal undertaking, and this year is no exception. Its aim is to heighten security
awareness, promote information protection, and encourage cooperation between law
enforcement and the private sector. ... This survey, like most others, is at best a series
of snapshots of how people in the trenches viewed their situation at a given time”
(Richardson, 2003).
The CSI sample methodology was to email and post the survey to all CSI members,
asking them to respond anonymously. This anonymous response design precluded true
longitudinal analysis. Beginning in 1995, the CSI/FBI survey was sent to CSI member
organisations each year, with membership ranging from 3,500 to 6,100. Response rates
ranged from 9% in the first survey report publication in 1996 to a high of 15% in 2000,
and then gradually declined to 6% in 2010.

2.3

Australia

Modern New Zealand and Australia are culturally similar, having been colonised by
Britain during the same period of history, and having inherited the legal system and
initially the same form of government, although they would later diversify when the six
Australian colonies merged

into

a federated

parliamentary system and

Britain

established the Treaty of Waitangi with indigenous New Zealanders (Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2008; NZ Ministry of Justice, 2013).
Australia is both physically and demographically larger than New Zealand, with a
consequently larger economy, but it is New Zealand’s closest neighbour and the two
nations share many characteristics (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013; Statistics NZ,
2013b). It is likely that New Zealand computer crime and security survey results would
be similar to those of Australia, but there has been no concrete research to show this.
Australian cybercrime appears to have its origin in Melbourne, long considered the
nation’s intellectual capital, and in the late 1980’s considered to be the international
capital of the electronic community (Anderson, Moore, & Dreyfus, 2003).
Despite Melbourne being the source of a disproportionately high percentage of early
online international hacking in the late 1980s, even by 1996 the Australian Institute of
Criminology annual reports made no mention of any form of cybercrime, and the only
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mention of computer crime in the subsequent few years referred to the incidence of
pornography (Anderson et al., 2003; Australian Institute of Criminology, 1996; Dreyfus
& Assange, 1997) .
In 1997, the Melbourne Computer Crime Investigation Squad, produced the 1997
computer crime and security survey, working with a sample set taken from the Business
Review Weekly’s Top 500 list and the Australian Securities Commission’s register,
with additional organisations selected

from state transit/transportation authorities,

universities, Internet service providers and government departments (Thompson, 1998,
p. 78). The report introduction recognised the “phenomenal growth in the capabilities of
computerised information systems...” our dependence on them, and that “...eventually
they will be compromised or disrupted in some way” (Thompson, 1998, p. 78).
By 1998, when the Australian Institute of Criminology convened the Crime Against
Business conference, many papers were focused on computer crime (Australian Institute
of Criminology, 1998). The Australian Federal Police presented a paper on trends with
clear implications for the banking and finance industry (Wahlert, 1998). In it were
highlighted a number of computer crime trends in Australia that followed patterns
similar to those in both the US and Europe (Wahlert, 1998).
By 1999, research in the area had burgeoned and Australian researchers were presenting
at many international conferences pertaining to cybercrime, including a number in
Australia (Australian Institute of Criminology, 1999). Also in 1999, Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu and the Victoria Police collaborated to produce the Australian Computer
Crime & Security Survey, which was similar in content to the CSI surveys, and was sent
to the 350 largest Australian companies. To quote the report, “92% of respondents had
an annual turnover in excess of $250 Million, and were proportionally spread
throughout the major Australian industry groups. 39% or respondents had less than
1000 employees, 42% had between 1001 and 5000, and 19% over 5001 employees.
Many respondents were at a senior executive level, with 44% holding the title of Chief
Information Officer (or equivalent). 26% held the title of IT Security Manager (or
equivalent)” (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu & Victoria Police, 1999, p. 4).
In 2002, building on the 1997 and 1999 surveys, AusCERT sought and gained
permission to incorporate much of the CSI question set, which was then customised for
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the Australian situation (AusCERT, 2002, p. 1). This idea of semi-paralleling the CSI
study was also foundational to the author’s New Zealand research.
From the New Zealand perspective, the most interesting AusCERT questions are again
the ones where results are directly comparable with NZ results, including results for the
paralleled CSI questions and additional AusCERT questions such as which IT securityrelated standards are in use, and the levels of IT security qualifications and/or training.
The Australian sample methodology used by both AIC and AusCERT was similar to
CSI in that both emailed and posted the survey to all organisations on the sample list
and asked them to respond anonymously (AusCERT, 2005, p. 38; Challice, 2009, p.
10). In 2006, the Australian Institute of Criminology undertook a similar but large scale
survey of businesses in Australia about the nature and extent of computer security
incidents (Richards, 2009). The report recognised the lack of data in the area of security
incident research and the lack of clarity of understanding by respondents of what
actually constituted an incident (Richards, 2009, p. 2).

2.4

Other overseas studies

Other security industry surveys such as both the national and global studies of London
based PricewaterhouseCoopers, further developed the idea of working with industry
professionals

to

provide

planning

and

decision

making

information

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2004). However, the focus of these is either a great deal
wider or tighter than that of the CSI surveys. As cybercrime has increased over time,
these reports have come to focus more and more on the economic aspect of cybercrime,
with cyber

attacks

seen as the new normal (Booz Allen Hamilton,

2013;

PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2011, p. 1). As with the CSI studies, they rely on the
cooperation of industry practitioners for survey response but are provided as a free
public

service,

often

with

funding

from national or

international government

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2004, p. Preface; United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime,
2013).
The common methodology is inviting all organisations in a business contacts database
by email to take part in an online survey (Johnson, 2009). An advantage of using this
respondent self selection methodology is that it is said to provide a low margin of error;
for example, for the seventh-annual “Global State of Information Security” survey, a
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worldwide study by CIO, CSO and PricewaterhouseCoopers, the margin of error was
±1 percent (Johnson, 2009). It should be noted that the margin of error only applies to
binary formulated questions, so it should not in all conscience be applied to surveys
where more than a few questions are non-binary. 2

2.5

New Zealand

Searches of the New Zealand literature in 2005 in the area of computer security returned
sparse results in three main areas. The first area was generic guides for security
practitioners, covering security standards and data security for the New Zealand
environment. The second area was government reports, which were aimed at either
practitioners and/or the general public, such as the monthly reports from the Centre for
Infrastructure

Protection

(CCIP),

a

former

subsidiary

of

the

Government

Communications Security Bureau (GCSB), but absorbed as part of the National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC) (NZ National Cyber Security Centre, 2011). Unfortunately, all
these resources were outside the scope of the current research.
The third area was academic research into computer security such as reviews of PHP
script library safety, current firewall technologies, intrusion prevention systems, and
computer virus defence (Arnott, 2002, pp. 177-183; Baskerville, 2006, p. 85; Qin, 2004,
p. 114; Wolfe, 1990, p. 139). As each focused exclusively on only one particular
element, they contributed to the overall knowledge picture but were too specific on their
own to be useful for general observations about the security environment in NZ.
Arnott (Arnott, 2002, pp. 177-182) suggested a number of areas for further research
regarding firewalls, as did Baskerville (Baskerville, 2006, p. 85) in intruder prevention,
Qin (Qin, 2004, p. 113) in PHP script libraries, and Wolfe (Wolfe, 1990, pp. 139-140;
2007, p. 7) regarding both virus research and first responders, but these areas were not
directly applicable to the broader current focus.
More recently Ke (Ke, 2011, pp. 109-112) had a number of suggestions for cloud
forensics development, as did Kaskenpalo (Kaskenpalo, Cooper, & Finley, 2010, p. 21)
regarding standards in digital forensics education, Laurenson (Laurenson, 2013, p. 432)
for increasing file carving performance, Gibson (Gibson, 2012, pp. 39-40) on domestic
user security awareness, and Williams (Williams, 2009) regarding the role of the body

2

Telephone consultation with B. Niven of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University
of Otago, January 9, 2014.
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as an important conceptual resource in cyber-stalking, but as with generic guides and
government reports, all the academic research is not germane to the current wider
research focus.
Extensive searching also revealed very little published work in the area of computer
crime within New Zealand. Police crime reports of the period did not cover cyber crime
(NZ Police, 2005) (NZ Police, 2008). The earliest known New Zealand research, the
2006 Cybercrime Survey, was closely interwoven with the 2005-6 New Zealand
Computer Crime and Security Surveys, with most questions additional to the CSI set
being from Roberts’ cybercrime survey (Roberts, 2009).
An initial aim of this research was to be longitudinal but it had to be anonymous in
order to parallel the CSI study, and in the hope that it might improve the response rate.
Opinions differ on the latter point however, with some holding that at least for surveys
published in medical journals, anonymity actually reduces response rate (Asch,
Jedrziewski, & Christakis, 1997; Baruch & Holtom, 2008; Kaufman, Guerra, & Platt,
2006, p. 36; Richardson, 2006).
Due to disparity in population size, the Australian study sample size was much smaller
than that of the United States, and the New Zealand sample size was expected to be
correspondingly smaller again. Figures provided by Statistics New Zealand suggest that
in 2005 the New Zealand population of IT Managers, or their functional equivalent,
would likely have been somewhere between 3,000 and 4,000 (Statistics NZ, 2013a). To
achieve an acceptable “margin of error” of 5% for a population of this size would have
required a sample size of approximately 357 respondents, an unrealistic figure given
that funding constraints limited survey form postage to 500 (Raosoft, 2004).
Nevertheless, measuring the four periods of the New Zealand study response figures
against the parameters provided by Conroy (reproduced in part in Table 1 (Conroy,
2012)), the level of confidence in the 2005 (±5.36%), 2007 (±6.55%) and 2010
(±6.02%) response figures are all within the ±7.5% margin of error, with the 2006
(±7.59%) figures falling just outside. Most individual question results fit within ±7.5%,
and none fell outside ±10%.
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Table 1: Acceptable Margin of Error (Conroy, 2012, pp. 3-4)

Acceptable Margin of Error

Size of Population
[>5,000]

5,000

1,000

200

± 20%

24

24

23

22

± 10%

96

94

88

65

± 7.5%

171

165

146

92

± 5%

384

357

278

132

± 3%

1,067

880

516

169

Having a smaller population size, one of the aims of this research was to reach ±7.5%.
While the question sets of both the CSI and AusCERT surveys included many nonbinary questions and the reports did not explicitly state a margin of error, it appears they
were ±5%. Quoting Robert Richardson, author of the CSI studies,
Generally, calculations regarding margins of error are made when you have a
randomly selected sample of a larger universe. Here, the participants [are] too
much self selected to be viewed as randomly selected. If you assume that they
are nevertheless representative of the larger group of infosec professionals, then
the sample size is large enough that the margin of error would be somewhere in
the ballpark of 5%, with a 95% degree of confidence. 3
Having established the area to be researched, another important research framework
consideration was the questions for use in the surveys. These were ranked by their
importance to the New Zealand context. An example would be the high priority
question regarding security technologies employed, as discussed in Figures 4.1 to 4.5.
Data was required to measure levels of implementation of security essentials such as
antivirus, firewalls, software updates, hardware upgrades, and physical security, as was
data on Network and User Management security technologies in order to allow yearover-year change analysis and overseas comparisons. It was clear that if New Zealand
were deficient in any area of security technology implementation, data analysis would
identify it and the reports would reveal it to respondent organisations. As discussed in
Section 3.4.4, in consultation with New Zealand partners other questions of interest to
the New Zealand context were added.
3

R. Richardson, personal communication, February 11, 2014
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2.6

Summary

Having considered the usefulness of the CSI study to the security industry in the United
States and as a benchmark for other nations, along with the other studies that have built
on it in Australia and internationally, a search of New Zealand literature failed to reveal
anything similar. There appeared to be a gap in the research that could be filled by a
parallel New Zealand survey measuring security technologies, preventive management
measures, and cyber-security incident statistics.
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3

Methodology

3.1

Introduction

The nature of computer security precludes the use of classical experimental design. It
would be impractical, unrealistic and possibly unethical to design an experiment
whereby respondents would be required to conform to preset conditions for a period of
time and to compare data collected both at the start and conclusion of the period. It is
far more practical to ask questions and compare snapshot responses in order to examine
the current situation. This is the method employed by both the Computer Security
Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Australian Computer Emergency
Response Team studies.
It was decided that a survey was the best way of investigating the state of computer
crime and security in New Zealand. There was the risk that the sample size might be too
small for realistic trend analysis, but with the intended contact preparation groundwork,
it was hoped that the expected high sample and return rates for the survey would allow
sound evaluative analysis to be performed and generate results suitable for comparative
analysis with those from overseas studies.
Although demographic questions allow granular breakdown of other New Zealand
Computer Crime and Security Project data, few demographic trends in these data will
be of interest to the IT security community. Of interest to others may be that trends in
the number of organisations whose security policies are dictated from outside New
Zealand allow an insight into the level of independence of New Zealand IT, the level of
overseas ownership drain within the national economy, or any overall size trend in
respondent organisations.

3.2

Summary of what the survey questions will answer

New Zealand results and trends regarding IT security budgeting, level of outsourcing,
security awareness training and security audits all contribute to answering the question
of whether preventative-management measures are similar to those in the United States
and Australia. New Zealand results and trends regarding security policies & procedures,
IT security-related standards & qualifications, and training also contribute to answering
the question of whether preventative-management measures are similar to those in
Australia.
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New Zealand results and trends regarding technologies in use, in security effectiveness
evaluation techniques employed, and operating system prevalence all contribute to
answering the question of whether technologies are similar to those in the United States
and Australia.
New Zealand results and trends regarding incident type, prevalence and cost, postintrusion actions taken, incident prosecutions and why intrusions were not reported to
law enforcement all contribute to answering the question of whether cyber-security
incident statistics are similar to those in the United States and Australia.

3.3

The pilot study

Each iteration of the questionnaire was piloted using two University of Otago IT
security staff. It was found that only a few very minor typographical changes needed to
be made. The IT Manager and technical staff from the Information Science Department
at the University of Otago were then asked to trial the questionnaire and their comments
noted.

3.4

The study

Once the pilot study was completed it was possible to move on to the main study
discussed in the following sections.

3.4.1 Participants
The 2005 New Zealand Computer Crime and Security Survey utilised the 2004
participant set kindly supplied to the author and other members of the SRG by Mike
Scott of Profile Publishing and John Bryce Chartered Accountant. This list provided
contact details of IT Managers or their functional equivalents for 500 non-governmental
organisations.
In consultation with CCIP, it was also decided that government organizations would be
encouraged to take part. To the non-governmental list, the author added another 250
governmental

organisations

from

the

governmental

organisation

list

website

(www.newzealand.govt.nz).
Personal telephone contact was made with the person or persons responsible for the
relevant areas of computer security for each of these 750 organisations. Contacts were
informed of the project’s partners, goals and participation benefits. It was made clear
that respondents could drop out at any time when they were asked if they would be
interested in taking part. All but six agreed. A number of the 250 government and one
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non-government organisations proved to be subsidiaries of larger organisations or to
outsource either their security or all IT services. Others were too small to employ IT
security staff or to keep suitable security records, so it was decided to limit the
government agency respondents to the largest and most able to contribute, which offset
a large governmental sector imbalance, reducing the government agency respondent list
from 250 to 206.
In 2006, no personal telephone contact was made with participant organisations. It is
believed that this was the main contributor to a 50% drop in responses between 2005
and 2006, which is supported by the rise in response levels in subsequent surveys, when
the practise of contacting participants by telephone to elicit their involvement was
resumed.
When providing 2006 Census figures, Statistics New Zealand advised by email that the
count for ICT manager was kept confidential due to the number being too small, but
that search count was in all likelihood too restrictive to be realistic: Examining 20062010 NZ respondent data, it is clear that many New Zealand organisations are too small
to have an IT manager, so a proportion of General Managers, Directors, CEOs,
Finance Managers, Accountants, Systems Administrators, and Network Administrators
and others cover the role of IT manager of their organisation, including security figures
(Statistics NZ, 2013a).
All NZ respondents, irrespective of industry sector, were selected and personally
contacted as those in charge of computer security for their organisation. Having
revisited the NZ census data in light of this, the author estimated a 3,000 to 4,000 NZ
population of individuals in charge of computer security within organisations of
sufficient size to be able to make an informed response. A 2005 NZ survey response of
218 therefore represents between 4 and 7% of that population.
It was recognised well before the turn of the millennium that the rate of return for
surveys has been steadily declining since the 1950s (Baruch & Holtom, 2008, p. 1143).
(Falconer & Hodgett, 1999) found that when surveying IT management, 38% to 54%
would not respond due to policy or time constraints. There are also 5-10% who do not
respond due to lack of interest, so that a response rate of about 42% to 58% would be
the greatest response possible in mail surveys of IT management. For example “The
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CSI 2010 survey was sent to 5,412 security practitioners by post and by email, with a
total of 351 surveys returned, yielding a 6.4 percent response rate” (Richardson, 2011).
Although all but 6 of the 750 prospective 2005 New Zealand participants contacted by
telephone had been willing, when contacted again the following year, many stated they
had simply been too busy. The willing participant pool was cropped to 500 to fit
departmental funding restrictions, and replies to the 2005 survey numbered 218, a 44%
response rate. This is quite high when compared to 14% (700 of the 5,000 sent) for the
Computer Security Institute study and 27% (181 of the 540 sent) for AusCERT in the
same period. This high response rate is considered to support confidence in the New
Zealand study’s findings.

3.4.2 Administered surveys
As mentioned earlier this chapter in Section 3.4.1, respondents were initially contacted
personally by telephone explaining the data needed, the time investment involved and
that respondents would receive an early copy of the results without charge. Those who
agreed to be involved were then mailed a survey form and a self-addressed post-paid
envelope. Respondents were later emailed reminders regarding time remaining to
respond.

3.4.3 Overall discussion
Over the four periods, an increasing number responded by email rather than using the
return envelope provided, and one responded by fax. A number seemed to feel more
comfortable using organisational stationery for postal communication. One organisation
would only respond using Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) asymmetric encryption. The
proposed alternative of using the free open-source alternative GnuPG was apparently
unacceptable to them, as no response was received.
A cut-off date of 6 weeks was mentioned in the initial telephone contact. Responses
after that were not going to be included. However, four responses in total were received
after the cut off dates across all four surveys. Of these, three were able to be entered
before analysis. The single unutilised response arrived six weeks after the cut-off date,
by which time analysis had already been completed.
The survey was designed and constructed to involve a sizeable proportion of New
Zealand security practitioners under an umbrella of cooperation with authoritative
partners in order to imbue the project with a practical and solid respectability. The main
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focus was on summarising the New Zealand situation, while also allowing for results
useful to project partners. Questions for each of the four periods were in four categories:
Demographics, Preventative-management measures, Technologies, and Cyber-security
incident statistics. The demographic section was included to enable a finer granularity
in the breakdown of results. Inclusion of primary activity, number of employees and
gross revenue questions enabled comparative analysis of different areas of the business
world.
In order to help answer the larger questions it was the intention to identify and analyse
time trends in the New Zealand data. Monitoring these New Zealand trends in
preventative management, security technologies, and cyber-security incident statistics
also allowed for comparison with trends in overseas data.

3.4.4 Discussion of question choice and construction
For each period, most Computer Security Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation
survey questions were paralleled in order to elicit maximum usage from data regarding
both the New Zealand situation and comparison with data from both the Computer
Security Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Australian Computer
Emergency Response Team parallel surveys.
Demographic questions were included to allow both a balance of responses across
organisational sizes and industry sectors, granular breakdown for identification of trends
within and between industry sectors, and comparisons between government and nongovernment sectors.
Computer Security Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation survey demographic
questions were paralleled as closely as possible, although the differing United States
and New Zealand population sizes, budgets and political systems necessitated some
minor adjustments.
Another

demographic

question

examined

the

number

of

non-governmental

organisations whose security policies were dictated from outside New Zealand.
Subsequent surveys allowed comparison and trend analysis. Trends in the number of
organisations whose security policies were dictated from outside New Zealand allow an
insight into the independence of New Zealand IT. In addition, the level of national
economy drain due to overseas ownership profit may be of interest to economic
research.
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Within the Preventative Management purview, a number of questions addressed
budgetary issues such as security investment. One question examined the percentage of
respondents’ Information Technology budget invested in security. Respondents were
asked to check the box that most closely corresponded with their expenditure. Answer
options were: Less than 1%, 1-2%, 3-5%, 6-7%, 8-10%, More than 10%, or Unknown.
The latter option avoided uninformed guesses.
A related question asked whether security expenditures cost/benefit metrics were used.
Data from the 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2010 periods were then compared with each other,
as well as with parallel data from Computer Security Institute / Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the Australian Computer Emergency Response Team results. These
question parallels allowed both identification of trends in the New Zealand data, and
comparisons with static figures and trends from overseas. See the New Zealand reports
in Appendix C.
Prevalence of IT security-related standards in use was also measured, as were whether
organisations invest appropriately in security awareness training, percentage of
security functions outsourced, whether security audits were conducted, and percentage
of security functions outsourced.
Policies & procedures in place were also recorded by a question in each period, the
initial period providing benchmark data, and subsequent data allowing comparisons,
and eventually trend analysis. In each case questions were constructed with multiple
options, each of which was selected by consultation with leading security professionals.
Another question was constructed to examine the percentage of IT staff security
standard qualified, with a view to comparison with available overseas data.
Technologies questions included security technologies implemented in respondent
organisations, any metrics used for governance purposes or to manage risk, and
techniques used to evaluate information security effectiveness. Apart from the security
technologies implemented question, which was included to provide benchmark New
Zealand data, these questions were parallel to the Computer Security Institute / Federal
Bureau of Investigation surveys. Once again the purpose of these questions was to
provide benchmark New Zealand data and to allow overseas comparison in order to
answer the questions that would inform the research.
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Cyber-security incident statistics questions also produced benchmark and subsequent
comparison data regarding types of security incidents detected, the number and cost of
incidents, post-intrusion actions taken, why intrusions were not reported to law
enforcement, and the success rate of any prosecutions.
Another budgetary question gathered computer security related operating expenditure
and capital investment figures. Through granular breakdown and cross referencing with
demographic data, it was additionally possible to infer average per capita employee
security investment figures across industry sectors. Figures from subsequent periods
allowed for some comparison.

3.4.5 The 2005 survey
All the surveys followed the template of being constructed in collaboration with
CSI/FBI, AusCERT and the SRG, except where noted later in Question Sources.
Telephone contact was made with 750 organisations identified as prospective
participants. Organisations invited to take part were limited to 500 by a departmental
research funding constraint within the Department of Information Science of the
University of Otago’s School of Business. Once construction of the question set and the
pilot study had been completed, the survey forms were posted in October to the 500
organisations selected as a broad cross-section of the IT community. Responses were
officially closed off in February, although a number arrived late and due to a delay in
data-form building in SPSS, these were all able to be entered and the data utilised.
Questions were aligned as closely as practicable with the original Computer Security
Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation question set in order to maximise
comparison, although the differing United States and New Zealand population sizes,
budgets and political systems necessitated some minor adjustments to the Computer
Security Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation survey demographic questions. For
example,

the

Computer

Security

Institute

/

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Organisational Activity question provided Federal and State government options, both
of which were replaced with the National government option for the New Zealand
context. Also for context reasons, IT Manager was added to the Computer Security
Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation Job Title question options, as in New Zealand
this role is often either in sole charge of an organisation’s IT services or manages the
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entire group responsible for IT services, including security, and hence has the greater
overall security knowledge within the organisation.
Considering the vast scale difference between the United States and New Zealand in
both population and economy, for the New Zealand context it was necessary to lower
the option figures in the question examining Number of Employees. The lowest CSI
option of 1-99 was split into 1-49 and 50-99, the 100-499 option was likewise split in
two, and the CSI option of 500-1,499 was adjusted to 500-999. The upper CSI
categories of between 500 and 50,000 employees were removed, and a more realistic
New Zealand upper category of More than 1,000 created.
Some questions, such as which security sharing organisations belonged to and the
effects of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, were omitted as inapplicable to the New Zealand
context. Additional New Zealand survey questions came from three sources:
1. Questions paralleling the Australian Computer Emergency Response Team
survey regarding security policies & procedures, IT security-related standards
adhered to, levels of IT security qualifications and/or training, and also whether
respondents considered that their organisation needed to do more to ensure an
appropriate level of IT security qualification, training, experience or awareness
for general / IT security / management staff.
2. Questions for the 2005 Cybercrime in New Zealand Survey regarding nature and
cost of cyber-security incidents and actions taken as a consequence, including
incidence and success rate of prosecutions.
3. Questions from members of the Security Research Group of the University of
Otago regarding use of intrusion detection systems and the prevalence of
operating systems.
The

Computer

Security

Institute

/

Federal Bureau of Investigation question

investigating types of security technologies in use was augmented by the more
extensive question options in the Cybercrime in New Zealand survey.

3.4.6 Changes in sample
Each period revealed a few of the original respondent organisations no longer operating,
but after 2006 far fewer respondents dropped out on the grounds that they were too busy
to take part. A few new respondents were added each period in order to keep the sector
balance and organisational sizes consistent. Despite this, the respondent list reduced
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from the initial 500 in 2005 to 486 in 2006 and to 455 in 2007. In 2006 few respondents
were able to be contacted by telephone, creating a dip from 218 in 2005 to 113
responses (23%) with 8 returned as undeliverable. In subsequent surveys, responses rose
to 150 out of 455 (33%) in 2007 and 176 out of 398 (44%) in 2010, probably due to the
majority of participants having been personally contacted.

3.4.7 The 2006 survey
The 2006 survey questionnaire was posted in October. Responses were officially closed
off in February, although a number were received late and all responses were once again
able to be included.
During the data entry phase of the 2005 survey, there had been some data entries that
needed to be clarified, but fortunately the responses in question were able to be
identified. From 2006 on, it was decided to introduce a section for respondent details for
ease of contact regarding data entry. Once data entry was completed, data was then
stripped of all individual identifiers. Despite the inclusion of the respondent details
section in 2006, around a third of 2006 responses were anonymous but data entry
needed little follow up and all issues were satisfactorily resolved.
To maximise longitudinal study and overseas comparison options, all the same
Computer Security Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation questions were used as for
the 2005 survey, although the question investigating types of security technologies was
again augmented by the more extensive question options in the Cybercrime in New
Zealand survey. Some questions additional to the Computer Security Institute / Federal
Bureau of Investigation question set were dropped from the 2005 set and some added to
focus on current issues.
Additional New Zealand survey questions came from the same three sources as for the
2005 survey. These questions were almost unchanged from the 2005 question set,
except for the additional Security Related Standards options of Security in the
Government Sector (SIGS) and NZSIT 400, and there were some different questions
from members of the Security Research Group of the University of Otago regarding the
prevalence of operating systems and incidence of forensic provision and the use of
forensic evidence in court.
The CSI question investigating types of security technologies in use was augmented by
the more extensive question options in the Cybercrime in New Zealand survey.
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3.4.8 The 2007 survey
The 2007 survey questionnaire was emailed in May. Some were later posted to those
who had not responded to the emailed questionnaire and this resulted in a late response
boost. The official close off was in August, but late arrivals were able to be were
incorporated into the dataset.
The question set differed in some respects from that of 2006. No regular questions were
dropped, but in collaboration with the New Zealand Internet Task Force, Netsafe and
the University of Otago Security Research Group, some questions were added. These
additional questions focused on the following areas of interest:
-

Security regarding PDAs and cell phones used to store proprietary information

-

Copyright Infringement on work-owned ICT

-

Software patch application timing

-

Management of SPAM

-

Awareness of what material met “Objectionable Material” criteria under New
Zealand legislation

-

What would happen regarding “Objectionable Material” found on work-owned
ICT

-

Avoidance management of “Objectionable Material” on workplace ICT

Question details may be seen in the appendices. Results for these questions may be seen
in Chapter 4.
It should be noted that although the analysis for the 2007 report was completed and the
report drafted in late 2007, due to medical misadventure in the author’s family, it was
not proofed and published until 2010.

3.4.9 The 2010 survey
The survey was posted in July and responses were officially closed in the same month.
Project participants had previously been allowed much longer to respond. Probably due
to this, many responses were received late. Compared to the parallel United States and
Australian studies, the New Zealand sample size was small, so to support an adequate
confidence level by accommodating these many late responses it was necessary to delay
analysis.
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The regular questions were mostly continued, although due to space restriction and the
Cybercrime in New Zealand 2005-2007 data gathering being complete, it was decided
not to include Cybercrime in New Zealand survey questions regarding types of security
technologies implemented, whether incidents were prosecuted / successfully and what
metrics were used for governance purposes or to manage risk. It was also decided to
drop the Computer Security Institute question regarding whether organisations would
hire reformed hackers, as results had not changed greatly in the three periods to date.
A few questions were modified to elicit further information. To increase granularity, the
2007 question regarding the percentage of IT staff security who were standard qualified
was expanded to three separate questions investigating how many IT staff each
organisation had, how many of the IT staff had a security certification or qualification,
and the levels of IT security qualifications / training possessed by those chiefly
responsible for IT security. The latter question was included to cater for organisations
whose security was under the auspices of contractors as well as internal staff.
An addendum to the regular Computer Security Institute question regarding the
percentage of IT budget spent on security investigated whether this was considered
adequate.
Unlike the 2005 survey request for 1998-2003 New Zealand data, unfortunately, the
2010 survey request for 2007-2008 data from participants met with little success, so the
2010 New Zealand Computer Crime and Security report focused entirely on 2009 data.
The Computer Security Institute had expanded their regular question regarding Post
intrusion actions taken to include a number of new options and it was decided to
parallel the new question options. Some previous options were expanded for finer
granularity, as in the case of Patch security holes in your network system expanding into
patched software, patched hardware or infrastructure, changed/replaced software or
systems, added security hardware, added security software, and changed security
policies.
The previous options Reported to law enforcement and Reported to legal counsel to
seek civil remedy were also expanded to include Reported to business partners or
contractors, Reported to public media and Reported to individuals whose personal data
was breached.
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New options were also added: Contracted forensic investigator, Attempted to identify
perpetrator using own resources, Provided new security services to users/customers
(issuing new credentials, credit monitoring, etc.), and Provided additional security
awareness training to end users.
In consultation with the Australian Institute of Criminology, the New Zealand Internet
Task Force and the University of Otago Security Research Group, a few one-off
questions were included regarding USB incident protection, mobile devices, policies on
leaving staff, effects of the Conficker worm, PDAs or low-cost mobile devices and
whether organisations had a forensically trained designated first responder.
A question was also paralleled with Info-Tech Canada research, ranking security issues
in order of importance.

3.5

Questions

3.5.1 Question sources
As previously mentioned, the basis of the survey each year was the parallel Computer
Security Institute / Federal Bureau of Investigation Computer Crime & Security Survey
question set. Questions additional to the Computer Security Institute / Federal Bureau of
Investigation question sets came from five sources: The first was the Cybercrime in
New Zealand Surveys in 2005, 2006 & 2007, second was the University of Otago
Security Research Group, third was the Australian Computer Emergency Response
Team, fourth was the New Zealand Internet Task Force, and fifth was the Australian
Institute of Criminology as having taken over the research domain of the Australian
Computer Emergency Response Team. The 2010 survey also paralleled a question from
Info-Tech Canada.

3.5.2 Question types
Questions in the surveys were several types:
Many were multi-option single-tick box questions, where participants were asked to
check the appropriate option, such as categories regarding Industry Sector or Employee
numbers, or Yes, No, Unknown options.
Some were multiple option check-box questions such as Areas of Operation or Types of
incidents experienced, where participants were asked to tick all relevant boxes.
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For both the previous question types, in some cases, an extra text box was included to
cater for Other responses.
Some questions used a Likert scale response box where participants were asked to
indicate their position on a scale of one to seven. Responses of 5, 6 or 7 were taken as
agreeing. Responses of 1, 2 or 3 were taken as disagreeing, and responses of 4 were not
used.
Some questions sought numeric response such as Operating Expenditure and Capital
Investment or what percentage of IT staff security-standard qualified.
Some questions used a grid setup where participants were asked to either tick or write
numeric data in all appropriate boxes such as action taken regarding incidents of
particular types, or number of incidents of that type for particular years.

3.5.3 Question updating
Technological advances are always occurring and each year relevant options were
added to the technologies uptake measuring list. For example, respondents were asked
to indicate which IT security-related standards their organisation used, and as new
standards appeared, new options were added to the question for that period. To ensure
that the question options were current for each survey, a senior security practitioner
agreed to proof the survey documents and keep the security technologies, standards and
incident type options up to date.

3.6

Analysis

3.6.1 Coding data
As forms arrived, data was entered by hand into IBM’s SPSS (originally Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences, later modified to Statistical Product and Service
Solutions).
For the 2005, 2006 and 2007 surveys, data entry forms were purpose-built for each
survey using the stand-alone tool SPSS Form Builder Version 4. Data was later
exported to Microsoft Excel for further analysis.
For the 2010 survey, a Microsoft Access database was created by one of the team
members, who then entered the data directly into it and performed basic statistical
analyses. The data was later exported to Microsoft Excel for further analysis by the
author.
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3.6.2 Data entry form question types
SPSS Form Builder has inbuilt tools for creating entry fields for many question types. It
proved to be very capable in creating entry forms dealing with the data from the
question types noted in 3.5.2.

3.6.3 Handling of response forms
Each year, returned response forms were numbered in order of receipt. After data was
entered the response forms were securely stored for later referral if necessary.

3.6.4 Interpretation of responses
As noted in Section 3.4.7, during the data entry phase of the 2005 survey, some data
entries needed to be clarified. Around a third of 2006 responses were anonymous but
data entry needed little follow up and all issues were satisfactorily resolved.

3.6.5 Statistical analysis
Warren and Leitch criticised national surveys for being by nature superficial, being
percentage based and having little or no statistical analysis, but the nature of the US and
Australian data meant this was the only available option (Warren & Leitch, 2007).
Statistical consultant Brian Niven of the University of Otago’s Mathematics & Statistics
Department was approached to discuss what, if any statistical tests could be done on the
data. Statistical tests largely are set to analyse data where the same set of companies is
used over all years. Due to the sensitive nature of the data, it was not possible to identify
individual responses and hence impossible to do true longitudinal analysis.
Additional complications included differences in the collection follow-up methods over
the years,

widely differing sample sizes for the 3 countries, mixed paired/unpaired data

(i.e., some companies have data for a number of years, while others do not), and
missing data; all of which would require care for statistical analysis. In addition, it was
quickly discovered that most of the data counts were small, i.e., single digit, and hence
outside the parameters for testing the significance of the difference between two
independent proportions.
In view of all these issues, it was decided that discussion in this document should focus
on comparative percentage figures.

In assessing the usefulness of the difference in the

percentages between two countries for any survey question, a “sensible” value was
taken at 10%.
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4

Results

4.1

Introduction

As mentioned in the research question in Chapter 1, many questions contribute data to
inform the research. These questions are detailed and the relevant results discussed in
this section. Data are considered under four headings; Demographics, Technologies,
Preventive Management Measures, and Cyber-Security Incident Statistics.
As discussed in Chapter 3, all survey questions with multiple response options returned
data outside the parameters for statistically testing the significance of the difference
between independent proportions. The few remaining questions are of no statistical
interest. After consultation with the Mathematics and Statistics Department it was
therefore decided that discussion here should focus on comparative percentage figures.
Not every question result will be discussed; rather, it is intended to expand on the more
interesting observations.
The discussion in this chapter draws heavily on the results of the 2005-2007 New
Zealand, AusCERT and CSI surveys (Quinn, 2005; Quinn, 2006; Quinn, 2007;
AusCERT, 2005; AusCERT, 2006; Gordon, Loeb, Lucyshyn, & Richardson, 2006;
Gordon, Loeb, Lucyshyn, & Richardson, 2007; Richardson, 2008). Specific citations to
these surveys will only be included for items of particular interest or relevance. As
discussed in Chapter 2, some national differences may be due to differences in
economic or governmental or legal systems.
In order to aid the flow of the text, most graphics are included in Appendix A, except
where trends warrant in-line inclusion.
It is worthwhile remembering that the three nations studied are not perfectly
comparable. Although the governmental and legal systems of the three nations are based
on the same fundamental principles, there are important differences. The United States
and Australia federal republic governments have more levels, complexity and rigidity
than the more simple New Zealand system of a democratic parliament overseen by a
Governor General. Likewise, the legal systems are based on the same principles, but
legal action is far more common in the US than Australasia. Economically, the three
nations differ in size, and where for example prevalence of internal audit appears to be
proportional to national size, this might suggest economy size as the differentiator.
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4.2

Demographics

4.2.1 2005
The 2005 New Zealand survey was sent to 500 organisations and received 218
responses (44%). Comparing this with overseas, the AusCERT survey received 181
responses to 540 sent (34%), and the Computer Security Institute survey received 700
responses to 5,000 sent (14%) (AusCERT, 2005) (Gordon, Loeb, Lucyshyn, &
Richardson, 2006).
Respondents by industry sector may be seen in Figure A1 (Appendix A). The general
distribution pattern of responses throughout the sectors is broadly similar across the
three nations, with the notable exceptions of the Government and Technology sectors.
All three have Western economies, differing mainly in economy size, but also in their
governmental and legal systems. Strong similarities between New Zealand and
Australian figures support the surmise that the differences between Australasian and the
United States figures are due to these economic, governmental and legal differences.
Figure A2 (Appendix A) shows respondents by budget. As would be expected, the
budget figures reflect the relative sizes of the three respective national economies,
particularly that of the United States in the Over 1 Billion category. The reason for the
difference between the Australian and New Zealand figures in the Under 10m category
is unknown but probably related to differing respondent contact methods of the national
surveys.

Funding constraints necessitated cropping the original 750 willing NZ

participants to remove any subsidiary organisations and those whose Information
Technology was handled by other organisations, but this did not affect the overall
proportions of respondent organisations when categorised by size.
Figure A3 (Appendix A) shows respondents by job title for New Zealand and the
United States only, as AusCERT did not solicit this information. Most categories show
a broadly similar results pattern, with one exception: The glaring difference in the
figures for IT Manager reflects both population size and cultural differences between
the two nations. United States 2002 and 2010 census data show a plethora of position
titles covering similar and overlapping areas of work, whereas both 2006 New Zealand
census and New Zealand respondent data on IT positions show a tendency to play down
role specifics at the generic level and utilise the IT Manager term as a catch-all, which
was still overwhelmingly the case in New Zealand survey responses up to 2010 (Quinn,
2005b, p. 4; 2006, p. 6; 2010a, p. 5; 2010b, p. 4) (Statistics NZ, 2013a). Responses to
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the 2005 FBI survey, which was conducted separately from the CSI/FBI study,
indicated that 28% of the respondents were IT Managers, although this survey
addressed a limited subset of smaller organisations (Abagnale et al., 2005, p. 4).
Information Technology management role titles of New Zealand respondents are commonly constructed from two, or sometimes three or four parts; one main part describing
the field (Information Technology,
tions Technology,

Information Systems,

Management Information,

Business,

Information & CommunicaInfrastructure,

Technical,

Network), and another main part describing the role (Officer,

Controller,

Administrator,

Director,

Contractor,

Leader,

Analyst,

Corporate,
Manager,

Engineer, Spe-

cialist, Consultant). Occasionally a prefix is attached, describing the position level
(Chief, Lead, Principal, Global, National), and sometimes a suffix is used to identify the
organisational section (Group, Team, Support, Services, Systems).
Where New Zealand respondent titles incorporated a security component, these included Global Security Administrator, Information Security Officer, Information Technology Security Manager, Information Technology Security Specialist, Information
Technology Systems Security Consultant,

Loss Prevention Manager, Information

Communications Technology Security & Risk Manager, Manager Information Communications Technology Security, Security Analyst, Security Architect, Principal Information Security Officer, Security Administrator, and Security Consultant.
Other New Zealand respondent roles responsible for Information Technology Security
included; Office Manager, Finance Manager, General Manager, Accountant, Business
Development Manager, Business Analyst, Chief Financial Officer, Director, and Chief
Executive Officer.

4.2.2 2006
The 2006 New Zealand survey was sent to 486 organisations and 113 responded (22%).
By comparison, the AusCERT survey received 389 responses to 2,024 sent (17%), and
the Computer Security Institute survey received 616 responses to 5,000 sent (12%)
(AusCERT, 2006) (Gordon et al., 2007).
As mentioned in Section 3.4.7, the original group of organisations who agreed to
respond was subject to natural attrition from business mergers and closures, etc., over
the following years, so within time constraints, a few respondents were added to each
New Zealand survey with the aim of keeping the sector levels balanced. Due to this, the
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2006 to 2010 survey results showed little change in those who responded when broken
down by industry sector or budget.

4.2.3 2007
The 2007 New Zealand survey was sent to 455 organisations and 150 responses (33%)
were received. By comparison with the overseas parallel surveys, the Computer
Security Institute survey sent 5,000 surveys and received 494 responses (9%)
(Richardson, 2008). Parallel Australian data was unavailable for 2007 and 2010 as
AusCERT had discontinued their survey.

4.2.4 2010
Due to further respondent list attrition only partly offset by the addition of replacement
organisations, the 2010 New Zealand survey was sent to 398 organisations and received
176 responses (44%), whereas the Computer Security Institute sent their survey to 5,412
organisations with 351 of them being returned (6%) (Richardson, 2011).

4.2.5 Trends
Response numbers 2005-2010 for the three national surveys may be seen in Figure A4
(Appendix A). United States figures show a steady decline in those taking part, whereas
2006 Australasian figures indicate the effort taken by AusCERT to boost response
numbers, by using government funding to involve ACNielsen in quadrupling the sample
size (AusCERT, 2006). Looking at the Australasian survey response numbers and
percentages shown in Figures A5 and A6 (Appendix A), it may be seen that the
personal contact relational approach used by the author and detailed in Chapter 3,
yielded much better results than using a corporate intermediary.
Response percentages 2002-2010 for the three national surveys may be seen in Figure
A7 (Appendix A). The addition of United States figures confirms the pattern from
Figure A6, which is altered only in that Australian figures show the opposite trend:
although numeric responses may have risen, response percentages dropped. Combining
this information with the halved 2006 response rate, when due to time restrictions the
author was unable to personally contact the majority of organisations, supports the
supposition that the author’s practise of personally contacting participants by telephone
to elicit their involvement resulted in raised response levels.
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4.2.6 Discussion
Regarding the demographic data discussions above, except where readily explained by
differing economy sizes and/or regulatory systems, percentage figures from the three
nations’ surveys are sufficiently close (within 10%) that they may be considered to
support the assertion that the state of information security in the New Zealand
Information Technology Infrastructure is similar to that of the United States as
measured by the Computer Security Institute surveys, and that of Australia as measured
by the Australian Computer Emergency Response Team.

4.3

Technologies

As discussed in Chapter 3, the security technologies list used in the New Zealand
surveys was from the New Zealand Cybercrime Survey. This was an extensive list that
overlapped that of the Computer Security Institute, so discussion here will focus on the
area of overlap.

4.3.1 2005
Figure A8 (Appendix A) shows the 2005 prevalence of security technologies deployed
by each of the three nations’ survey respondents.
NB Unknown categories are shown blank; e.g., Virtual Private Network (VPN),
Encrypted Login and Digital ID were not included in the Computer Security
Institute survey, while Intrusion Prevention and Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI)
were not in the AusCERT survey.
At the security basics level, all three nations showed essentially full uptake of AntiVirus and Firewall technology, but it is interesting to see the differences in other areas.
Australian and

New Zealand

Virtual Private Networks were almost equally

implemented, but the question is raised of why Access Management implementation
was so much higher in Australia than in both the United States and New Zealand.
It is arguable that risk-factoring due to economy size adequately explains national
differences in the latter half of categories, as well as Intrusion Detection; although the
unexpected high New Zealand figure for Intrusion Prevention uptake is likely nothing
more than a data anomaly in a question response set of 96, half of whom had already
implemented this technology by the turn of the millennium.
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4.3.2 Trends
The use of most security technologies saw growth over the 2005-2007 periods, but the
2006 figures did not reflect this. As all 2005 respondents and many 2006 respondents
were not identifiable, it was not possible to conduct a true linear time analysis and the
2006 figures for this question can only be looked at as a data anomaly due to the halved
response level compared to the previous survey.
As mentioned earlier, questions with multiple response categories returned data outside
the parameters for significance testing. In addition, the reduced 2006 figure of 83
responses, only half of which were identifiable, together with the differing currencies,
regulatory and legal systems of the three nations, compounded by the huge number of
variables, make statistical analysis complex. In light of all this, it was not considered
realistic to attempt statistically meaningful change analysis by comparison of 20062007 data with 2005 figures. Also, 2010 figures are unavailable as it was necessary to
drop this line of enquiry in favour of other questions from partner New Zealand Internet
Task Force. Comparative figures for technologies in use from the 2005 to 2007 Surveys
may be seen in Figures 4.1 to 4.3 (below).
Figure 4.1 shows that between 2005 and 2007, although Antivirus had already reached
100%, all other basic security technologies saw increase in uptake. The reduced dataset
2006 figures also clearly show as anomalous, something to keep in mind when relying
on statistical methods to offset a reduced dataset. As the question was dropped from the
2010 survey to make room for NZITF questions, data to confirm trends is unavailable.

Figure 4.1: NZ Changes in Basic Security Technologies 2005-2007
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Figure 4.2: NZ Changes in Network Management Security Technologies 2005-2007

Figure 4.3: NZ Changes in User Management Security Technologies 2005-2007
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The Internet is a global network that provides few national barriers to cyber crime. As
expected in an increasingly dangerous cyber-environment, results show that respondent
organisations have increased their use of computer security tools over time. As
mentioned earlier, the 2006 figures were clearly anomalous, probably due to the low
response numbers and rate of return, but respondents’ use of almost all security tools
grew between 2005 and 2007 and this gradual increase in security tool uptake is borne
out by pre-2005 data garnered by the 2005 survey (Quinn, 2005b). The exception is the
apparent drop in use of Encrypted data Files, but this may simply be a data anomaly, as
2007 respondents numbered less than half those of 2005.
Overall, the 1998-2007 security technologies data gathered by the 2005-2007 New
Zealand Computer Crime and Security Surveys saw huge growth in the use of computer
security tools, as security risks expanded with new technologies, driving parallel uptake
of basic defence technologies. Figures from the 2005 survey reveal that pre-1998, Antivirus was deployed by only 65% of the 211 respondents to the question, but by 2000
this had already increased to 92%, and by 2005 to 100%, where it remained. Firewall
use grew from 39% pre-1998 to 99% by 2005.
Adding data from the next two surveys, use of Virtual Private Networks by respondent
organisations grew from the pre-1998 level of 8% to 85% in 2007 as more organisations
came to recognise the business risks inherent in electronic communications. In the same
period

Intrusion Prevention grew from 9% to 46% (2005 figure, as later data are

unavailable), Intrusion Detection grew from 5% to 67%, Digital ID from 5% to 22%,
VoIP from 0% to 38%, Content filtering/monitoring grew from 13% to 84%, and Access
Management from 49% to 85%.
2007 US figures for Anti-virus, Firewall and Virtual Private Networks are almost
identical with those of New Zealand, and although AusCERT discontinued their survey
by 2007, their 2006 Anti-virus and Firewall figures were also very close to those of
New Zealand for the same year (Richardson, 2008) (AusCERT, 2006).
As has been noted earlier, while the three nations are similar technologically, marked
differences in population size, economic, legal and regulatory environments affect how
organisations conduct and safeguard their business and technology. Hence the differing
economy sizes and/or regulatory systems caveat in each discussion section of chapter 4.
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It is impractical to graph all results of all technologies for all three nations, so two
graphs will be used; one where results are similar, and one where results are dissimilar.
These may be seen in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 (below).

Figure 4.4 NZ Security Technology Similarities 2005-2007
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Figure 4.5 NZ Security Technology Differences 2005-2007

As noted earlier, gaps in the charts denote lack of data, where either a survey did not
gather data regarding a particular technology, or data are only available for a particular
period.
US data regarding prevalence of Encrypted Login were unavailable, but NZ and
Australian implementation levels are broadly similar. It is interesting to note that while
NZ data showed a slight increase, Australian data indicated the opposite, although this
may be anomalous due to the 2007 response being double that of 2006. US Intrusion
Detection showed little change, while NZ gradually approached the same levels.
Interestingly, Australian data indicated a fall, although this may also be anomalous for
the aforementioned reason. Bearing in mind the similarly anomalous 2006 NZ data,
other than for Encrypted Data Files, NZ showed gradual increases in all technologies.
Surprisingly for a strongly litigious business environment, US data shows some minor
decreases, but these may be due to technology upgrades and/or response level variations
muddying the data and hence the trend analysis.
Australian and US figures were similar for both Reusable Passwords and Encrypted
Data Files, but lower levels of implementation shown by NZ data may well be due to
both differences in the size of economies and the organisations. Australian research has
found a clear correlation between the size of an organisation and the level of risk, and
hence use of security tools (Richards, 2009, pp. ii, 52). Lower NZ levels are also seen in
Smart Cards/Tokens and Public Key Infrastructure, supporting the previous conclusion.
US data were also unavailable for Digital ID, where Australia uptake far exceeded that
in NZ, also supporting the previous conclusion. Interestingly, NZ implementation levels
for Biometrics approached that in the US, whereas Australia showed little uptake, likely
related to compliance issues with the National Privacy Principles of the Australian
National Privacy Act, concern over the legal regulation of personal information and
reasonable limits of privacy, and lack of clarity regarding Australia’s now-revoked
Biometrics Privacy Code (Biometrics Institute, 2014; Liu, 2010, p. 355).

4.3.3 Discussion
Regarding the technologies results discussions above, except where readily explained
by differing economy sizes and/or regulatory systems, figures from the three nations’
surveys are sufficiently close that they may be considered to support the assertion that
the state of information security in the New Zealand Information Technology
Infrastructure is similar to that of the United States as measured by the Computer
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Security Institute surveys, and that of Australia as measured by the Australian Computer
Emergency Response Team.

4.4

Preventive-management measures

Issues in this section are addressed under four headings: Budgetary, self-audit, policies
and procedures, and staff qualifications and training.

4.4.1 2005
4.4.1.1 Budgetary issues
Figure A9 (Appendix A) shows comparative results for the percentage of IT budgets
spent on security. Note that due to recategorising of data, percentages do not sum to
100. Results show that proportionally, NZ is skewed more towards the lower percentage
of budget.
Figure A10 (Appendix A) shows average reported NZ and US expenditure per
employee on computer security, by size of organisation. Note that the figures are shown
in the corresponding national currency (NZ dollar or US dollar) rather than being
converted to a single currency. This is because the chart is intended to show the trend
over size of organisation rather than directly comparing NZ and US costs. (It is also
impossible to calculate an appropriate currency conversion rate given that responses
were distributed over a relatively wide time span.)
It is notable that NZ expenditure/employee is higher in larger organisations, whereas US
expenditure/employee is higher in smaller organisations. This would fit with the
expectation regarding economy size.
Results show a pattern of high spending in small organisations, which reduces in the
next category but tends to rise again as a function of size. NZ data supports the
economy of scale conclusion reached in the 2005 US study, where costs were seen to
reduce for medium sized organisations but not at the upper end.
Incidence of cyber security risk insurance was at 20% for NZ and 25% for US
organisations, which, considering the differing legal systems and economy sizes, is
remarkably similar.
Respondent organisations’ rating of the importance of various categories of security
awareness training may be seen in Figure A11 (Appendix A). Figure A11 shows very
similar results in all but three categories. That Network Security and Security Systems
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Architecture show higher awareness training figures in New Zealand may be related to
New Zealand’s “have-a-go”, “number-8-wire” culture and the much smaller national
population. NZ also exceeds the US in Network Security, Access Control Systems and
Security Systems Architecture, suggesting that NZ depends on these more heavily and
highlighting the differing legal systems. That the US use of Cryptography is more than
double that in NZ also highlights the litigious nature of the US legal system.
Percentages of security functions outsourced may be seen in Figure A12 (Appendix A).
It may be seen that NZ and US figures in all but the lowest and highest categories are
very close. The difference in the former is readily explainable by economy size and
legal system differences, but for the latter, it is interesting that although some US
organisations outsourced 60-80% of their security function, there were none that
outsourced all of it. As Axelrod put it, “By entering into an outsourcing partnership, one
organization automatically exposes its networks and systems to a new set of individuals,
many of whom will have high levels of expertise and some of whom might have evil
intentions. However vulnerable an organization might be from the misdeeds of its own
internal staff, it is much more so when it links up with other entities” (Axelrod, 2004).
4.4.1.2 Self-audit
A number of techniques may be used to evaluate the effectiveness of information
security within an organisation. Prevalence of security auditing may be seen in Figure
A13 (Appendix A). As may be seen from Figure A13, the US and NZ had almost
identical prevalence of external audit, an Australian figure being unavailable; with all
three nations being relatively close in use of internal security audits. There is no strong
evidence to support this, but internal audit levels do appear to be proportional to
national size, which might suggest economy size as the differentiator.
Figure A14 (Appendix A) compares prevalence of cost-benefit metrics for governance
purposes or to manage risk. Levels of use in the US and NZ are quite close, with the
difference being readily explained by the differing economy sizes and legal systems.
Return on Investment (ROI) had 31% use in NZ and 38% in the US. Net Present Value
(NPV) was used by 13% of NZ and 18% of US respondents, and Internal Rate of Return
(IRR) was used by 12% in NZ and 19% in the US. Once again, considering the differing
economy sizes and legal systems, these results are quite similar.
Figure A15 (Appendix A) compares NZ and Australian IT management opinions of
whether more needs to be done to ensure appropriate levels of IT security. Despite the
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economic size differential, cultural similarities appear to have been stronger, and NZ
levels were very similar to those of Australia.
4.4.1.3 Standards, policies & procedures
Security policies and procedures comparison may be seen in Figure A16 (Appendix A).
Although the US study did not look at this issue, it may be seen from Figure A16 that
adoption of the various common policies and procedures is quite similar in both
Australia and New Zealand, with notable NZ reliance on Access Management and
slightly lower levels in most other categories being readily explained once again by
economy size.
Figure A17 (Appendix A) compares implementation of IT security-related standards in
Australia and New Zealand. Where ISO, vendor-specific or other standards have been
adopted,

NZ

and

Australian implementation levels

are

similar.

Unsurprisingly,

Australian use of Australian standards ACSI33, HB231 and HB171 is higher. The
remaining category is the RFC2196 Site Security Handbook, which as the name
suggests, is not actually a standard but a “guide to developing computer security
policies and procedures for sites that have systems on the Internet” (Fraser, 1997).

4.4.1.4 Staff training & qualifications
Levels of IT security qualifications and/or training results are compared in Figure A18
(Appendix A).
Identical results for NZ and Australia are shown in No Formal Qualifications but 5
years IT Security Experience, Ad Hoc IT Security Training Courses categories and in
both Industry Vendor Training categories. Interestingly, New Zealand levels of staff
with Vendor-Neutral IT Security Qualifications and Tertiary IT Qualifications are less
than half that in Australia, seemingly related to the 8% of New Zealand staff with no
qualifications, which is almost three times the 3% in Australia. This may be due in some
measure to the individualistic New Zealand ‘have-a-go’ attitude, where historically
many have risen above their expected station.

4.4.2 Trends
Regarding perceived importance of security awareness training, there were no major
changes between 2005 and 2010 except for the following: Investigations and Legal
Issues almost doubled in 2010, and Cryptography also suddenly rose by a third, but
Network Security and Access Control Systems both dropped by around a quarter. These
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changes suggest increasing similarity between the US and NZ, as in each case NZ
figures in those categories belatedly converged with those of the US.
By 2010, more organisations had begun outsourcing all or most of their security
function and fewer were outsourcing none of it. Outsourcing 81-100% of security
function rose from 8-9% in all three previous surveys to 15%, possibly as a result of US
media-based cultural influences within New Zealand.
A number of questions had similar 2005 and 2007 figures, with 2006 differences likely
to be anomalous due to reduced response that year. Among these was the incidence of
Cyber Security Risk Insurance, which dropped from 20% in 2005 to 16% in 2006 but
rose again to 21% in 2007. Another question showing the same data pattern was
Computer Security Expenditure Cost-Benefit Metrics Employed, where 2005 and 2007
figures were almost identical, but 2006 figures varied. Other question data paralleling
this pattern included questions regarding rating of the importance of various categories
of security awareness training, and prevalence of security audits.
Other questions showed little change over the periods. Among these were the
Percentage of Security Function Outsourced, and Computer Security Policies and/or
Procedures Used. These are areas driven by economics rather than culture.
Still other data lay partway between year-over-year stability and indication of 2006
anomaly, including respondents’ opinions of whether their organisation needed to do
more to ensure an appropriate level of IT security qualification, training, experience or
awareness for management, IT security staff and general staff.
Regarding which IT Security Standards were used in NZ, some standards: ACSI 33 –
Australian Communications-Electronic Security Instructions 33, HB 231: 2000
Information Security Risk Management Guidelines, Other Industry Specific IT Security
Standards, RFC2196 Site Security Handbook, and Other Industry Specific IT Security
Standards indicated progressive drops over the periods, with AS/NZS ISO/IEC
17799:2001 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444.1:1999) : Information technology Code of Practice for Information Security Management probably indicating a similar
trend but with the complication of a likely anomalous larger drop in 2006 followed by a
partial recovery in 2007.
The standout IT Security Standard was ISO/IEC 17799:2005, which showed steady
increase in NZ uptake from 9% in 2005 through 15% in 2006 to 25% in 2007. Vendor-
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specific Standards or Guides also showed a steady increase in uptake from 26% in 2005
through 27% in 2006 to 33% in 2007.
It is interesting to note that HB 171—2003 Guidelines for the Management of IT
Evidence had zero adherents over the four periods, supporting the author’s earlier
research conclusions (Quinn, 2005a).
The question regarding the Nature of IT or IT Security Qualifications/Experience
showed the same 2006 data anomaly but also an overall move toward more formally
recognised

qualifications,

with the exception of Industry Vendor IT Security

Certification (Cisco etc). Excluding the debatable 2006 figures, this category dropped
from 46% (2005) to 43% (2007) and 39% (2010). The categories with less formalised
qualification showed gradual reductions. Those with No Formal Qualifications but
More Than 5 yrs Security Experience dropped from 46% in 2005 to 39% in 2007 and
37% in 2010.

Those relying on Ad hoc IT Security Training Courses dropped from

62% in 2005 through 41% in 2007 to 35% in 2010.
There was also some growth in more formalised training, such as Vendor-neutral IT
security certification (SANS etc) from 12% in 2005 through 11% in 2007 to 18% in
2010 and Tertiary IT Qualifications from 37% in 2005 through 36% in 2007 to 41% in
2010.
It is difficult to assess Industry Vendor IT Certification (MCSE, CCNA, etc) as the rise
from 53% in 2005 to 58% in 2007 was wiped out by the 2010 figure of 46%. The
proportion of those with No Qualifications remained fairly steady, at 8% in 2005 and
9% in both 2007 and 2010.
There does seem, however, to be a generic move in the direction of formalisation and
certification of technical and security qualifications, and consequently away from the
individualistic ‘national bent,’ which would seem to fit with the global shift away from
individualism and toward the New World Order.

4.4.3 Discussion
Regarding the preventive management results discussed above, except where readily
explained by differing economy sizes and/or regulatory systems, figures from the three
nations’ surveys are sufficiently close that they may be considered to support the
assertion that the state of information security in the New Zealand Information
Technology Infrastructure is similar to that of the United States as measured by the
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Computer Security Institute surveys, and that of Australia as measured by the Australian
Computer Emergency Response Team.

4.5

Cyber-security incident statistics

4.5.1 2005
It should be noted that while NZ and the US figures were for the previous calendar year,
Australian figures were for the previous month, further complicating the possibility of
any comparative statistical analysis. Types of incidents detected are compared in Figure
A19 (Appendix A).
It is interesting to note that while NZ and US Virus Contamination incidence were just
outside the 10% similarity mark, Australia recorded twice the US level. Were
Australasian respondents recording successful attacks or those detected and dealt with?
If to some degree the latter, the disparity may be due in some degree to a delay in
exposure where New Zealand did not yet have a great deal of experience or research in
this area, but the CSI survey had already been running for a decade while organisations
in larger economies had been dealing with the issues and learning.
This US lead in experience may also explain why US Insider Abuse of Net
Access/Email and Theft of Proprietary Information were so much lower than in
Australasia.

Disparity between similar

Australasian and

higher

US

figures

in

Laptop/Mobile Hardware Theft, Denial of Service, Unauthorised Access to Information
and a number of other categories are thought to be a product of economy size.
Taking into account the differing economy sizes, it is considered that these results are
sufficiently close as to be considered similar.
Average costs per organisation for each incident type are shown in Figure A20
(Appendix A). NZ and Australian results are compared. The CSI report provided total
costs for each incident type, but not average costs to organisations experiencing that
type of incident. Unfortunately it was not possible to get average costs of US incidents
to compare with as CSI closed down.
The range of figures is so wide that it is difficult to display them on the same chart.
There may be a number of reasons for this, but the obvious answer is that the Australian
economy is much larger than that of NZ, providing greater opportunity and greater
reward for criminals, as shown by results in Financial Fraud and Theft of Proprietary
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Information. The economy size explanation also fits when considering Insider Abuse of
Net Access/Email, Virus Contamination and Web Site Defacement. Once again, bear in
mind that while the NZ figures were for the previous calendar year, the Australian
figures were for the previous month. Data anomaly may therefore be partly responsible
for the differences; i.e., they just happened to catch them on a bad month.

4.5.2 Trends
Most incident categories indicated little if any change and few showed trends. Between
2005 and 2007, reported incidence of Unauthorised Access to Information rose from
13% to 22% and Insider Abuse of Net Access/Email rose from 55% to 62%. In the same
period, Music/Movies/Ripping dropped from 40% to 34% and Virus Contamination
dropped from 67% to 49%.
Three of the reported reasons why intrusions were not reported to law enforcement saw
overall increase from 2005 to 2010. Competitors would use it to their Advantage rose
from 3% to 12%, Negative publicity would hurt stock/image rose from 18% to 24%, and
notably, Unaware of law enforcement interest rose from 15% to 22%. Interestingly,
Civil Remedy seemed the best course dropped from 15% to 12% in the same period. The
latter trends would suggest that business and law enforcement interests are diverging.
Regarding actions taken after organisations experienced incidents, those doing their best
to patch security holes in network system rose steadily from 86% in 2005 to 91% in
2010. Those who did not report incidents to anyone outside the organisation went from
47% in 2005 to 52% in 2006, then 56% in 2007, but then dropped to 34% in 2010. One
possible reason for this is the different 2010 CSI survey question format. Adding
multiple options to the question may well have affected responses. Those reporting
intrusions to legal counsel or law enforcement steadily dropped from 7% and 16%
respectively in 2005 to none in 2010, supporting the previous paragraph conclusion.

4.5.3 Discussion
Regarding the cyber-security incident statistics results discussions above, except where
readily explained by differing economy sizes and/or regulatory systems, figures from
the three nations’ surveys are sufficiently close that they may be considered to support
the assertion that the state of information security in the New Zealand Information
Technology Infrastructure is similar to that of the United States as measured by the CSI
surveys, and that of Australia as measured by AusCERT.
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5

Conclusions

To review the main findings, use of most security technologies saw growth over the
2005-2007 periods. 2007 US figures for Anti-virus, Firewall and Virtual Private
Networks are almost identical with those of New Zealand, and although AusCERT
discontinued their survey before 2007, their 2006 figures were also very close to those
of New Zealand for the same year (Richardson, 2008) (AusCERT, 2006).
Results for the percentage of IT budgets spent on security show that proportionally, NZ
is skewed more towards the lower percentage of budget. It is notable that NZ security
expenditure/employee is higher in larger organisations, whereas US spending is higher
in smaller organisations. Incidence of cyber security risk insurance was at 20% for NZ
and 25% for US organisations, which, considering the differing legal systems and
economy sizes, is remarkably similar. Rating of the importance of (various categories
of) security awareness training show very similar results in all but three categories.
The US and NZ had almost identical prevalence of external audit, an Australian figure
being unavailable; with all three nations being relatively close in use of internal security
audits. NZ and US figures for percentages of security functions outsourced are very
close in all but the lowest and highest categories, as are figures for use of cost-benefit
metrics for governance purposes or to manage risk, and NZ and Australian IT
management opinions of whether more needs to be done to ensure appropriate levels of
IT security.
Adoption levels of the various common security policies and procedures are quite
similar in both Australia and New Zealand, with notable New Zealand reliance on
Access Management and slightly lower levels in most other categories being readily
explained once again by economy size.
Where ISO, vendor-specific or other IT security-related standards have been adopted,
NZ and Australian implementation levels are similar. NZ and Australian levels of IT
security qualifications and/or training show Australia ahead in formal qualifications.
Perceived importance of security awareness training results suggest increasing
similarity between the US and NZ, as in each case NZ figures belatedly converged with
those of the US. By 2010, more organisations had begun outsourcing all or most of their
security function and fewer were outsourcing none of it. IT Security Standards trends
showed some progressive drops and some steady growth. IT or IT Security
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Qualifications/Experience showed an overall move toward more formally recognised
qualifications and more formalised training.
It is interesting to note that while NZ and US Virus Contamination incidence were just
outside the 10% similarity mark, Australia recorded twice the US level. US Insider
Abuse of Net Access/Email and Theft of Proprietary Information figures were much
lower than in Australasia.
Most security incident type categories indicated little if any change and few showed
trends.
Three of the reported reasons why intrusions were not reported to law enforcement saw
overall increase from 2005 to 2010. Competitors would use it to their Advantage,
Negative publicity would hurt stock/image and notably, Unaware of law enforcement
interest rose, but Civil Remedy seemed the best course dropped. The latter two trends
seem to suggest that business and law enforcement interests are diverging.
Regarding actions taken after organisations experienced incidents, those doing their
best to patch security holes in network system rose steadily. Those reporting intrusions
to legal counsel or law enforcement steadily dropped, supporting the conclusion in the
previous paragraph.
As noted in Section 3.6.5, statistical hypothesis testing was not feasible due to the
nature of the source data. Therefore, it is not possible to provide strong statistical
support for the hypothesis, so the results are more interpretive. Nevertheless, it is
believed that there is sufficient evidence (as discussed in Chapter 4) to support the idea
that the state of information security in the New Zealand Information Technology
Infrastructure is similar to that of the United States as measured by the Computer
Security Institute surveys, and that of Australia as measured by the Australian Computer
Emergency Response Team.

5.1

Future work

The surveys provided valuable benchmark data for NZ organisations and government,
which is used by all those mentioned later in Appendix B, and it is this author’s opinion
that NZ surveys should be continued in future years to both continue providing this
resource to Industry and to enable continued year-over-year analysis.
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As stated in Section 2.5, approximately 400 respondents would lower the margin of
error so future work should aim at having more respondents. This might be achieved by
expanding the sample list equally at all size levels to a total of 1,000, and then
continuing with the successful model of calling key personnel at each organisation to
explain the project’s partners, goals and participation benefits and to request their
involvement.
Other future work might compare percentages from the Australian ABACUS study with
future Australian and NZ percentage figures.
It should be possible to analyse results for organisations of a particular size in a
particular industry sector, and to make recommendations to improve security for similar
organisations. Specific security technologies are likely to be more useful in particular
industries. These could be recommended as worthwhile implementing, and the success
of implementation measured by subsequent survey results.
The author hesitates to offer what is essentially academic advice to industry
professionals, although there are recommendations to industry arising from the 20052010 New Zealand Computer Crime and Security Survey findings.
It would seem that New Zealand is similar to both the USA and Australia in that a large
proportion of security incidents arise from end-user action that could be prevented by
implementing and/or publicising organisational policies and procedures. It is often the
case that industry guidelines on policies and procedures exist, but organisations are
unaware of their existence. It is therefore within the purview of IT Managers to identify,
implement and disseminate such industry guidelines within their organisations.
For smaller New Zealand organisations considering implementing cost-benefit metrics
to manage risk, it is the author’s experience that the relationship between quantification
and effectiveness is affected by economy of scale. In management, quantification and
effectiveness tend to magnify each other, but at the workface they have an almost
inverse relationship, so it is suggested that cost-benefit metrics be restricted to
management.
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Figure A3 Respondents by Job Title
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Figure A5 Australasian S urvey Response Percentages

Figure A6 Australasian S urvey Figures
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Figure A7 S urvey Response Percentages by Nation

Figure A8 2005 S ecurity Technologies Deployed
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Figure A9 2005 Percentage of IT Budget on S ecurity

Figure A10 Average Reported Total Computer S ecurity Expenditure per Employee
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Figure A11 Perceived Importance of S ecurity Awareness Training

Figure A12 Percentage of S ecurity Function Outsourced
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Figure A13 Prevalence of S ecurity Audits
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Figure A14 Prevalence of Computer S ecurity Expenditure Cost-Benefit Metrics

Figure A15 2005 Organisations Needing to do More to Ensure Appropriate IT S ecurity Qualification
/ Training / Experience / Awareness for S taff
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Figure A16 2005 Existing Policies and Procedures

Figure A17 2005 IT S ecurity S tandards Used
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Figure A18 2005 Nature of IT or IT S ecurity Qualifications / Experience

Figure A19 2005 Types of S ecurity Incidents Experienced
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Figure A20 2005 Average Cost to Organisation per Incident Type

Appendix B Partners
Because of the lack of any existing comparable study, from inception the New Zealand
Computer Crime & Security Survey was designed for New Zealand, working in
collaboration with overseas partners rather than copying a semi-relevant existing
overseas model.
Initial contact was made with Kathryn Kerr of the Australian Computer Emergency
Response Team regarding possible use of parallel question sets. She suggested talking
directly to Computer Security Institute, as they were the originator of the question set.
Email contact was made with Robert Richardson of Computer Security Institute
requesting use of their question set within a parallel New Zealand survey. After some
discussion regarding the identity and credibility of the University of Otago Security
Research Group, this was granted and the Computer Security Institute / Federal Bureau
of Investigation question set was provided. Once this had been achieved, permission
was also obtained from the Australian Computer Emergency Response Team to adapt a
few relevant questions from their Australian survey.
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Contact was made with Howard Broad of the New Zealand Police with the proposal to
collaborate, and this too was agreed. A contact at CCIP seeking doctoral thesis data in a
similar research area promoted the New Zealand Computer Crime & Security Survey
throughout government organisations. It was decided to combine data gathering for both
projects within the 2005 New Zealand Computer Crime & Security Survey. This
arrangement worked well and was continued in the subsequent 2006 and 2007 surveys.
These partner relationships have been continued.
An additional partnership was initiated in 2007 when a contact provided the author with
the 2005 NetSafe Home Computer Security Survey, subtitled Computer Security in the
Homes of a Selection of Sunday Star Times Readers. Netsafe’s John Fenaughty was
offered data gathering in an overlapping area of business arena interest. The offer was
accepted and Jane Foster of End Child Prostitution and Trafficking contacted. A
suggested collaboration question set was discussed, adjusted and included in the 2007
survey. Among other issues, the collaboration raised the interesting question of the level
of awareness of current “Objectionable Material” and

“copyright infringement”

legislation among the network managers legally responsible for implementing that
legislation on their networks.
In March 2010, contact was made with Russell Smith of the Australian Institute of
Criminology to request use of part of their question set to allow comparison of New
Zealand and Australia data regarding mobile device protection and incidents.
Perhaps the most significant partnership was that built with the hundreds of security
practitioners within the respondent organisations over the course of the four periods.
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Appendix C Survey questionnaires
2005 questionnaire
SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHICS
1. Which of the following categories describes your organisation's activity? 
Utility

Retail

Manufacturing

Educational

Financial

Legal

Telecommunications

National government

Transportation

Local government

Technology

Other (please specify):

Medical

_____________________________

2. How many employees are in your organisation? 
1-49

100-199

500-999

50-99

200-499

Over 1000

3. What is your gross annual revenue / vote allocation / budget 
Under $1 million

$100 to $1 billion

$1 to 10 million

Over $1 billion

$10 to $99 million

4. Please indicate all geographic areas of operation. 
Asia Pacific

China

Middle East/Africa

North America

Australia
New Zealand
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Europe
South America

5. Which best describes your job title? 
Chief Engineering Officer

Security Officer
Systems Administrator

Chief Information Officer

IT Manager

Chief Security Officer

Other

Chief Information Security Officer

SECTION 2: SECURITY
6. What portion of your IT budget is spent on IT security? 
Less than 1%

8-10%

1-2%

More than 10%

3-5%

Unknown

6-7%

7. Is your company headquarters in New Zealand? 
Yes

No

Don't know

8. Is your computer security policy dictated from outside New Zealand? 
Yes

No

Don't know

9. My organisation invests the appropriate amount on security awareness training. 
Disagree Strongly ↔
1

2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

Choose one:

10. Has your organisation experienced unauthorised use (beyond port scanning that did
not lead to an attack) of computer systems in the last 12 months? 
Yes
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No

Don't know

11. If yes to question 10, how many incidents (either successful or unsuccessful)? 
1-5

More than 10 (please specify):

6-10

Unable to specify number

12. How many of the incidents from question 10 originated outside the organisation? 
1-5

More than 10 (please specify):

6-10

Unable to specify number

13. How many of the incidents from question 10 originated inside the organisation? 
1-5

More than 10 (please specify):

6-10

Unable to specify number

14. Which of the following types of security incidents or misuse has your organisation
detected within the last 12 months (check all that apply)? 
Denial of Service

System penetration by outsider

Laptop or mobile hardware theft

Sabotage of data or networks

Telecommunications fraud

Theft of proprietary information

Unauthorised access to information
Virus contamination (to include
Worms/Spyware)
Financial fraud
Insider abuse of Net access or email
(e.g., porn, pirated software)
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(intellectual property)
Abuse of wireless network
Web site defacement
Misuse of public Web application
Music / movies / ripping

15. Indicate the approximate dollar value that your organisation has lost due to the
following types of security incidents or misuse within the last 12 months:
Denial of Service
Laptop or mobile hardware theft
Telecom fraud
Unauthorised access to confidential information
Virus contamination
Financial fraud
Insider abuse of Net access or email (e.g., porn, pirated software)
System penetration by outsider
Sabotage of data or networks
Theft of proprietary info (intellectual property)
Abuse of wireless network
Web site defacement
Misuse of public Web application

16. If your public Web site suffered unauthorised access, misuse, or defacement during
this past calendar year, how many incidents occurred? 
1-5
6-10
More than 10 (please specify): _____________________
Unable to specify number

17. My organisation would consider employing or hiring as consultants “reformed”
hackers to perform computer security audits or penetration tests on our networks.

Disagree Strongly ↔
1
Choose one:
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2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

18. If your organisation has experienced computer intrusion(s) within the last 12
months, which of the following actions did you take (check all that apply)? 
Did your best to patch security holes in your network system
Did not report intrusion(s) to anyone outside the organisation
Reported intrusion(s) to law enforcement agency
Reported intrusion(s) to legal counsel to seek civil remedy

19. If your organisation did not report the intrusion(s) to law enforcement, please
indicate the reasons in terms of importance: 
Of no importance
1

2

3

↔ Very important
4

5

6

Negative publicity would hurt your organisation's
stock and/or public image
Competitors would use news of the intrusion(s) to
their advantage if it were to become public
Your organisation was unaware that law enforcement
was interested in such incidents
Civil remedy seemed the best course to pursue

Other

19a. If you answered “Other” for question 19, please specify:
___________________________________________________________________________
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20. What percentage of your organisation's security functions is outsourced (do not
include consultants)? 
None

21 to 40%

61 to 80%

Up to 20%

41 to 60%

81 to 100%

21. How important is security awareness training to your organisation in the following
areas? 
Of no importance ↔

Very

Important
1

2

3

4

5

6

Security policy
Security management
Access control systems
Network security
Investigations and legal issues
Cryptography
Security systems architecture
The economics aspects of computer security (e.g.,
budgeting)

22. Over the past 12 months, approximately how much did your organisation spend on
computer security related activities (rounded in thousands)?

Operating Expenditure $
Capital Investment $

23. Does your organisation conduct security audits? 
Yes
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No

Unknown
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24. If yes to question 23, who are the results reported to? Tick all that apply 
CIO

Board

CEO

Other, please specify: ________________________________

CFO

25. Which of the following techniques do your company use to evaluate the effectiveness
of its information security? (check all that apply)? 
Security audits conducted by internal staff
Security audits conducted by external organisation
Penetration testing
Automated tools to check configuration of network systems
Web activity monitoring software
Email monitoring software
No techniques are used to evaluate security
Other

25a. If you answered “Other" to question 25, please specify:
___________________________________________________________________________
26. My organisation uses the following metrics to quantify the cost/benefit aspects of
computer security expenditures. 
Disagree Strongly
1
Return on Investment (ROI)
Net Present Value (NPV)
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Other
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2

3

↔
4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

26a. If you answered “Other” to question 26, please specify:
___________________________________________________________________________

27. Does your firm have any external insurance policies to help mitigate its cyber
security risks? 
Yes

28.

No

Unknown

Does your organisation use Intrusion Detection Software (IDS)? 

[ ] Yes.

Go to Question 29.

[ ] No.

Go to Question 28.

[ ] Unknown. Go to Question 30

29.

What is the primary reason for not using Intrusion Detection Software 

[ ]

Unaware of intrusion detection software capabilities

[ ]

Unaware of what intrusion detection software is available

[ ]

Cost of setup and maintenance outweighs perceived benefits

[ ]

Not susceptible to attacks that intrusion detection software protects against

[ ]

Other, please specify__________________________________________________

30.

What type of Intrusion Detection Software does your organisation use? 

[ ]

Network-based IDS

[ ]

Host-based IDS

[ ]

Other type of IDS, please specify ______________________________________

[ ]

Don't know
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31.
What Operating System(s) do your workstations use? (Give approximate
numbers)
a.

Windows 9x/ME

Approx. number ___________

b.

Windows NT

Approx. number ___________

c.

Windows 2000/XP

Approx. number ___________

d.

Mac OS

Version ____________

Approx. number ___________

e.

Unix/Linux/BSD

Version ____________

Approx. number ___________

f.

Other ___________

Version ____________

Approx. number ___________

32. What types of computer security policies and/or procedures do you follow? Tick all
that apply. 
[ ]

Documented standard operating procedures

[ ]

Change control

[ ]

Incident management

[ ]

Forensic plan

[ ]

Segregation of duties

[ ]

Controls against malicious software

[ ]

Media back-up

[ ]

Management of removable computer media

[ ]

User access management, including password controls and privileges

[ ]

User responsibilities

[ ]

External network access control

[ ]

Monitoring system access and use

[ ]

Other __________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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33. Does your organisation follow, or use as a guide, any IT security-related standards? 
[ ]

Yes

Go to question 34

[ ]

No

Go to question 35

34. Please indicate which IT security-related standards your organisation uses. Tick all
that apply. 
[ ]
[ ]

ISO/IEC 13335 Information Technology - Guidelines for the Management of IT
Security (various parts)
AS/NZS ISO/IEC 17799:2001 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444.1:1999) :
Information technology - Code of practice for information security management

[ ]

ISO/IEC 17799:2005

[ ]

AS/NZS 17799.2:2000 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444.2: 2000) –
Information security management – Specification for information security
management systems

[ ]

ISO/IEC 14516 Information Technology - Guidelines on the use and
management of trusted third parties’ services

[ ]

ACSI 33 – Australian Communications-Electronic Security Instructions 33

[ ]

HB 231: 2000 Information security risk management guidelines

[ ]

HB 171—2003 Guidelines for the management of IT evidence

[ ]

RFC2196 Site Security Handbook

[ ]

Vendor-specific standards or guides

[ ]

Other industry specific IT security standards

35. What levels of IT security qualifications and/or training do IT staff or
contractors, who are chiefly responsible for IT security in your organisation,
possess? Tick all that apply. 
[ ]

Industry vendor IT security certifications, eg, Check Point, Cisco, NAI etc

[ ]

Industry vendor IT certifications, eg, MCSE, CCNA, etc

[ ]

Vendor-neutral IT security certifications, eg, SANS’ GIAC, CISSP, CIW etc

[ ]

Ad hoc IT security training courses

[ ]

Tertiary IT qualifications

[ ]

No formal qualifications but extensive industry experience in IT security of at
least five years

[ ]

Other ________________________________________________________________

[ ]

None of the above
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36. What percentage of your IT staff are security standard qualified?

______________

37. Do you think that your organisation needs to do more to ensure an appropriate level
of IT security qualification, training, experience or awareness for each of the
following categories of staff? 
Yes
General staff
IT security staff
Management
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No

Don't know

38. Please indicate when each of the following technologies was implemented in your
organisation (leave blank if not yet implemented) :
Technology
Digital IDs

Encrypted login

Reusable passwords
Biometrics

Smart cards/tokens

Single sign-on/provisioning
Encrypted data files
Anti-virus software
Intrusion detection

Intrusion prevention
Firewalls

Content
filtering/monitoring
Laptops

Remote access
PCMCIA

Wireless

Physical security

Access management
Encryption

Software:
upgrades/replacements
Hardware:
upgrades/replacements
VPN
PKI

Web sites (information)

Web sites (transactional)
EDI/e-commerce

Staff Internet access
VoIP

Other

(please specify)
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Before
1998

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

39. During the years 1998 to 2004, please indicate the number of incidents in each
category you have detected in your organisation (estimates are acceptable). 
Definitions are in Section 3 (pages 14-17).

Incident
Computer Virus
Corruption/Bribery
Denial of Service
Extortion
Financial Fraud (computer assisted)
Identity Theft
Industrial Espionage
Insider Abuse
Money Laundering
Product Piracy & counterfeiting
Proprietary right infringement (TM etc.)
Sabotage
System Penetration (Hacking)
Telecommunication/Toll Fraud
Theft (Hardware/assets)
Theft (Information)
Theft of Transactional Information
Unauthorised access/use
Web Site Defacement/Vandalism
Other (please specify)
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1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

40. For the incidents recorded in Section 5 above, what actions did your organisation
take? Please indicate all actions:

Incident
Computer Virus
Corruption/Bribery
Denial of Service
Extortion
Financial Fraud
(computer assisted)
Identity Theft
Industrial Espionage
Insider Abuse
Money Laundering
Product Piracy &
counterfeiting
Proprietary right
infringement (TM
etc.)
Sabotage
System Penetration
(Hacking)
Telecommunication /
Toll Fraud
Theft
(Hardware/assets)
Theft (Information)
Theft of Transactional
Information
Unauthorised
access/use
Web Site Defacement
/ Vandalism
Other
(please specify)
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No Action

Patched
Vulnerabilities
/Changed
Process

Did
Not
Report

Reported to Reported to
Law
Legal
Enforcement
Counsel

41. For incidents that were reported to law enforcement agencies or to your legal
counsel, did these proceed to prosecution and was the prosecution successful?

Incident Description
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Year

Prosecuted?

Conviction?

Case reference:
(if known)

42. Does your organisation use any of the following for governance purposes or to
manage risk? 

Exists
Information Strategic Plan
Information Security
Strategy
Use of Information
Management Standards
Incident Response Plan
Business Continuity Plan
Risk Management Strategy
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Adhered to

Regularly
Reviewed

Formally
Monitored

2006 questionnaire

SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHICS
1. Which category best describes your organisation's primary activity?
Utility (fuels/electricity/water)

Legal

Manufacturing / production

National government agency

Financial

Local government agency

Telecommunications

Entertainment/Media

Transport
Construction

High tech

Services (commercial/trade)

Medical

Other (please specify):

Wholesale

_____________________________

Retail
Education

2. How many employees are in your organisation within New Zealand? 
1-49

100-199

500-999

50-99

200-499

Over 1000

3. What is your organisation’s gross NZ annual revenue / vote allocation / budget 
Under $1 million

$100 to $1 billion

$1 to 10 million

Over $1 billion

$10 to $99 million

4. Which best describes your job title? 
Chief Engineering Officer
Chief Information Officer
Chief Security Officer
Chief Information Security Officer
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Security Officer
Systems Administrator
IT Manager
Other

SECTION 2: SECURITY
5. What portion of your IT budget is spent on IT security? 
Less than 1%

8-10%

1-2%

More than 10%

3-5%

Unknown

6-7%

6. Is your computer security policy dictated from outside New Zealand? 
Yes

No

Don't know

7. My organisation invests the appropriate amount on security awareness training. 
Disagree Strongly ↔
1

2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

Choose one:

8. Does your organisation monitor unauthorised use of computer systems? 
Yes

No

Don't know

9. Has your organisation experienced unauthorised use (excluding port scanning that
did not lead to an attack) of computer systems in the last 12 months? 
Yes

No (Got to Question 10)

Don't know

a. If YES to question 9, how many incidents (whether successful or unsuccessful)?
1-5
6-10
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More than 10 (please specify):
Unable to specify number

b. How many of the incidents from question 9 originated outside the organisation?
1-5

More than 10 (please specify):

6-10

Unable to specify number

c. How many of the incidents from question 9 originated inside the organisation?
1-5

More than 10 (please specify):

6-10

Unable to specify number

10. If your public Web site did suffer unauthorised access, misuse, or defacement during
this past calendar year, how many incidents occurred? 
1-5

More than 10 (please specify): _____________________

6-10

Unable to specify number

11. Which of the following types of security incidents or misuse has your organisation
detected within the last 12 months (check all that apply)? 
Denial of Service

System penetration by outsider

Laptop or mobile hardware theft

Sabotage of data or networks

Telecommunications fraud

Theft of proprietary information

Unauthorised access to information
Virus contamination (to include
Worms/Spyware)
Financial fraud

(intellectual property)
Abuse of wireless network
Web site defacement
Misuse of public Web application

Insider abuse of Net access or email
Music / movies / ripping
(e.g., porn, pirated software)
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12. Indicate the approximate dollar value that your organisation has lost due to the
following types of security incidents or misuse within the last 12 months within
New Zealand:
Denial of Service
Laptop or mobile hardware theft
Telecom fraud
Unauthorised access to confidential information
Virus contamination
Financial fraud
Insider abuse of Net access or email (e.g., porn, pirated software)
System penetration by outsider
Sabotage of data or networks
Theft of proprietary info (intellectual property)
Abuse of wireless network
Web site defacement
Misuse of public Web application

13. My organisation would consider employing or hiring as consultants
“reformed”
hackers to perform computer security audits or penetration tests on our
networks. 
Disagree Strongly ↔

Agree

Strongly
1
Choose one:
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2

3

4

5

6

7

14. If your organisation has experienced computer intrusion(s) within the last 12
months, which of the following actions did you take (check all that apply)?

Did your best to patch security holes in your network system
Did not report intrusion(s) to anyone outside the organisation
Reported intrusion(s) to law enforcement agency
Reported intrusion(s) to legal counsel to seek civil remedy

15. For incidents that were reported to law enforcement agencies or to your legal
counsel, did these proceed to prosecution and was the prosecution successful?
Number of Incidents in 2005 _______

Prosecutions _______ Convictions _______

16. If your organisation did not report the intrusion(s) to law enforcement, please
indicate the reasons in terms of importance: 
↔ Very important

Of no importance
1

2

3

4

5

Negative publicity would hurt your organisation's
stock and/or public image
Competitors would use news of the intrusion(s) to
their advantage if it were to become public
Your organisation was unaware that law enforcement
was interested in such incidents
Civil remedy seemed the best course to pursue

Other

16a. If you answered “Other” for question 16, please
specify:____________________________________________________________
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6

7

17. What percentage of your organisation's security functions within New Zealand
is outsourced (do not include consultants)? 
None
1 to 20%
21 to 40%
41 to 60%
61 to 80%
81 to 100%

18. How important is security awareness training to your organisation in the
following areas? 
Of no importance ↔

Very Important

1

5

2

3

4

Security policy
Security management
Access control systems
Network security
Investigations and legal issues
Cryptography
Security systems architecture
The economics aspects of computer security (e.g.,
budgeting, cost/benefit analysis.)

19. Over the past 12 months, approximately how much did your organisation
spend within New Zealand on computer security related activities (rounded in
thousands)?

Operating Expenditure $
Capital Investment $
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6

7

20. Does your organisation conduct security audits within New Zealand? 
Yes

No

Unknown

a. If yes to question 20, who are the results reported to? Tick all that apply 
CIO

Board

CEO

Other, please specify: ___________________________

CFO

Not reported

21. Which of the following techniques does your company use within New Zealand
to evaluate the effectiveness of its information security? (check all that apply)? 
Security audits conducted by internal staff
Security audits conducted by external organisation
Internal penetration testing
External penetration testing
Automated tools to check configuration of network systems
Web activity monitoring software
Email monitoring software
No techniques are used to evaluate security
Other

21a. If you answered “Other" to question 21, please specify:
________________________________________________________________
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22. My organisation uses the following metrics within New Zealand to quantify the
cost/benefit aspects of computer security expenditures. 
↔

Disagree Strongly
1

2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

Return on Investment (ROI)
Net Present Value (NPV)
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Other

22a. If you answered “Other” to question 22, please specify:
________________________________________________________________

23. Does your firm have any external insurance policies in New Zealand to help
mitigate its cyber security risks? 
Yes

No

Unknown

24.
What Operating System(s) do your NZ workstations use? (Approx
numbers)
a.

Windows 9x/ME

Approx. number ___________

b.

Windows NT

Approx. number ___________

c.

Windows 2000/XP

Approx. number ___________

d.

Mac OS

Version ____________Approx. number ___________

e.

Unix/Linux/BSD

Version ____________Approx. number ___________

f.

Other ___________

Version ____________Approx. number ___________
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25. What types of computer security policies and/or procedures do you follow
within New Zealand? Tick all that apply. 
[ ]

Documented standard operating procedures

[ ]

Change control

[ ]

Incident management

[ ]

Forensic plan

[ ]

Segregation of duties

[ ]

Controls against malicious software

[ ]

Media back-up

[ ]

Management of removable computer media

[ ]

User access management, including password controls and privileges

[ ]

User responsibilities

[ ]

External network access control

[ ]

Monitoring system access and use

[ ] Other
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

26. Does your organisation follow, or use as a guide, any IT security-related
standards? 
[ ]

Yes

(Go to question 27)

[ ]

No

(Go to question 28)
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27. Please indicate which IT security-related standards your organisation uses.
Tick all that apply. 
[ ] ISO/IEC 13335 Information Technology - Guidelines for the Management of IT
Security (various parts)
[ ] AS/NZS ISO/IEC 17799:2001 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444.1:1999) :
Information technology - Code of practice for information security management
[ ] ISO/IEC 17799:2005
[ ]

AS/NZS 17799.2:2000 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444.2: 2000) –
Information security management – Specification for information security
management systems

[ ]

ISO/IEC 14516 Information Technology - Guidelines on the use and
management of trusted third parties’ services

[ ]

ACSI 33 – Australian Communications-Electronic Security Instructions 33

[ ]

HB 231: 2000 Information security risk management guidelines

[ ]

HB 171—2003 Guidelines for the management of IT evidence

[ ]

RFC2196 Site Security Handbook

[..]

Security In the Government Sector (SIGS)

[ ]

NZSIT 400

[ ]

Vendor-specific standards or guides

[ ]

Other industry specific IT security standards

[ ]

No externally-produced standards in use

28. What levels of IT security qualifications and/or training do IT staff or
contractors, who are chiefly responsible for IT security in your organisation,
possess? Tick all that apply. 
[ ]

Industry vendor IT security certifications, eg, Check Point, Cisco, NAI etc

[ ]

Industry vendor IT certifications, eg, MCSE, CCNA, etc

[ ]

Vendor-neutral IT security certifications, eg, SANS’ GIAC, CISSP, CIW etc

[ ]

Ad hoc IT security training courses

[ ]

Tertiary IT qualifications

[ ]

No formal qualifications but extensive industry experience in IT security of at
least five years

[ ] Other _____________________________________________________________
[ ]
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None of the above

29. What percentage of your IT staff are formally Security qualified?

_________

30. Do you think that your organisation needs to do more to ensure an appropriate
level
of IT security qualification, training, experience or awareness for each of the
following categories of staff? 
Yes

No

Don't know

General staff
IT security staff
Management

31.

Does your organisation:
a.

Provide your IT staff with computer forensics training?
[ ] Yes

b.

[ ] No

Employ staff with prior forensic training and/or experience?
[ ] Yes

c.

[ ] Unknown

[ ] No

[ ] Unknown

Contract in a forensics professional?
[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Unknown

32.
Does your organization have a designated forensically trained first
responder?
[ ] Yes

[ ] No

[ ] Unknown

33. Has your organisation ever had to prepare forensic evidence to present in
court?
[ ] Yes
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[ ] No

[ ] Unknown

SECTION 3 - TECHNOLOGIES INTRODUCED
Please indicate technologies in place in your organisation in 2006
Technology
Access management
Digital IDs

Reusable passwords
Encrypted login

Single sign-on/provisioning
Smart cards/tokens
Biometrics

Encrypted data files (data at rest)
VPN
PKI

Other Encryption
Anti-virus software

Anti adware/spyware
Intrusion detection
Firewalls

Content filtering/monitoring
Mobile Devices (Laptops, PDA’s Blackberry’s
etc.)
Remote access
Wireless

Physical security
Software: upgrades/replacements

Hardware: upgrades/replacements
Web sites (information)

Web sites (transactional)
VoIP
Other (please describe)
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Exist
2005

Exist
2006

Introduced
2005

Introduced
2006

SECTION 4 - INCIDENTS
During in 2005 and to July 2006 , please indicate the number of cyber incidents in each
category you have detected in your organisation (estimates are acceptable). Definitions
are provided in Section 8 below.
Incident
Computer Virus Outbreak
Corruption/Bribery
Denial of Service

System Penetration (Hacking)

Web Site Defacement/Vandalism
Money Laundering
Extortion

Financial Fraud (computer assisted)

Credit Card Fraud (computer assisted)
Telecom/Toll Fraud
Identity Theft

Industrial Espionage

Product Piracy & counterfeiting

Proprietary right infringement (TM,
Intellectual Property, etc.)
Theft (Hardware/assets)
Theft (Information)

Theft of Transactional Information
Unauthorised access/use
Insider Abuse
Sabotage

Other (please describe)
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2005

To July 2006

SECTION 5 - RESPONSE
For the incidents recorded in Section 5 above, what actions did your organisation take? Please indicate  all actions taken:
Action/Remedy
Incident

No Action

Patched
Vulnerabilities/
Changed Process

Did Not Report

Reported to
Management

Reported to
Legal Counsel
Internal/External

Reported to
Law Enforcement

Computer Virus Outbreak
Corruption/Bribery
Denial of Service

System Penetration (Hacking)

Web Site Defacement/Vandalism
Money Laundering
Extortion

Financial Fraud (computer assisted)

Credit Card Fraud (computer assisted)
Telecom/Toll Fraud
Identity Theft

Industrial Espionage

Product Piracy & counterfeiting

Proprietary right infringement (TM, Intellectual Property,
etc.)
Theft (Hardware/assets)
Theft (Information)

Theft of Transactional Information
Unauthorised access/use
Insider Abuse
Sabotage

Other (please describe)
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SECTION 6 - PROSECUTIONS
For incidents that were reported to law enforcement agencies or to your legal counsel, did these proceed to court and was the case/prosecution
successful?
Incident Description
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Year

Civil/Criminal

Prosecute

Award/Restitution

Conviction

Case reference/Summary

SECTION 7 - GOVERNANCE AND RISK
Does your organisation use any of the following to manage risk or for governance purposes? Please indicate  all that apply
Exists

Adhered to

Internally
Reviewed

Externally
Reviewed

Formally
Monitored

Results reported to S enior
Management

Information Strategic
Plan
Information Security
Strategy
Use of Information
Management Standards
Computer Incident
Response Plan
Business Continuity Plan
Risk Management
Strategy
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2007 questionnaire
SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHICS
1. Which of the following categories describes your organisation's activity? 
 Utility (fuels/electricity/water)

 Education

 Manufacturing / production

 Legal

 Financial

 National government agency

 Telecommunications

 Local government agency

 Transport

 Entertainment/Media

 High tech

 Construction

 Medical

 Services (commercial/trade)

 Wholesale

 Other (please specify):

 Retail

_____________________________

2. How many employees are in your organisation? 
 1-49

 100-199

 500-999

 50-99

 200-499

 Over 1000

3. What is your gross annual revenue / vote allocation / budget 
 Under $1 million

 $100 to $1 billion

 $1 to 10 million

 Over $1 billion

 $10 to $99 million
4. Please indicate all geographic areas of operation. 
[ ] Asia Pacific

[ ] China

[ ] Middle East/Africa

[ ] North America

[ ] Australia

[ ] Europe

[ ] New Zealand

[ ] South America
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5. Which best describes your job title? 
 Chief Engineering Officer

 Security Officer

 Chief Information Officer

 Systems Administrator

 Chief Security Officer

 IT Manager

 Chief Information Security Officer

 Other

SECTION 2: SECURITY
6. What portion of your IT budget is spent on IT security? 
 Less than 1%

 8-10%

 1-2%

 More than 10%

 3-5%

 Unknown

 6-7%
7. Is your computer security policy dictated from outside New Zealand? 
 Yes

 No

 Don't know

8. My organisation invests the appropriate amount on security awareness training. 
Disagree Strongly ↔
1

2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

Choose one:
9. Does your organisation monitor unauthorised use of computer systems? 
 Yes

 No (Go to Question 14)

 Don't know

10. Did your organisation experience unauthorised use of computer systems in the 2006
calendar year (beyond port scanning that did not lead to an attack)? 
 Yes

 No

 Don't know
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11. IF YES TO Q.10, how many incidents (either successful or unsuccessful)? 
 1-5

 More than 10 (please specify): ______________________

 6-10

 Unable to specify number

12. IF YES TO Q.10, How many of the incidents from question 10 originated
outside the organisation? 
 1-5

 More than 10 (please specify): _______________________

 6-10

 Unable to specify number

13. IF YES TO Q.10, How many of the incidents from question 10 originated
inside the organisation? 
 1-5

 More than 10 (please specify):

 6-10

 Unable to specify number

14. Which of the following types of security incidents or misuse did your organisation
detect in the 2006 calendar year (Tick all that apply)? 
[ ] Denial of Service

[ ] System penetration by outsider

[ ] Laptop or mobile hardware theft

[ ] Sabotage of data or networks

[ ] Telecommunications fraud

[ ] Theft of proprietary information

[ ] Unauthorised access to information
[ ] Virus (to include Worms/Spyware)
[ ] Financial fraud
[ ] Insider abuse of Net access or email
(e.g., porn, pirated software)
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(intellectual property)
[ ] Abuse of wireless network
[ ] Web site defacement
[ ] Misuse of public Web application
[ ] Music / movies / ripping

15. Indicate the approximate dollar value that your organisation lost in the 2006
calendar year due to the following types of security incidents or misuse:
Denial of Service
Laptop or mobile hardware theft
Telecom fraud
Unauthorised access to confidential information
Virus contamination
Financial fraud
Insider abuse of Net access or email (e.g., porn, pirated software)
System penetration by outsider
Sabotage of data or networks
Theft of proprietary info (intellectual property)
Abuse of wireless network
Web site defacement
Misuse of public Web application
Music / movies / ripping

16. If your public Web site suffered unauthorised access, misuse, or defacement during
the 2006 calendar year, how many incidents occurred? 
 1-5

 More than 10 (please specify): _______

 6-10

 Unable to specify number

17. How often does your organisation apply security patches and updates?
Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Automatically

Operating system
Firewall
Anti-Virus
Anti-Spyware
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18. My organisation would consider employing or hiring as consultants “reformed”
hackers to perform computer security audits or penetration tests on our networks.

Disagree Strongly ↔
1

2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

Choose one:

19. If your organisation has experienced computer intrusion(s) in the 2006 calendar
year, which of the following actions did you take (Tick all that apply)? 
[ ] Did your best to patch security holes in your network system
[ ] Did not report intrusion(s) to anyone outside the organisation
[ ] Reported intrusion(s) to law enforcement agency
[ ] Reported intrusion(s) to legal counsel to seek civil remedy

20. If your organisation did not report the intrusion(s) to law enforcement, please
indicate the reasons in terms of importance: 
Of no importance
1

2

3

↔ Very important
4

5

6

Negative publicity would hurt your organisation's
stock and/or public image
Competitors would use news of the intrusion(s) to
their advantage if it were to become public
Your organisation was unaware that law enforcement
was interested in such incidents
Civil remedy seemed the best course to pursue

Other

20a. If you answered “Other” for question 20, please specify:
_____________________________________________________________________
__
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21. What percentage of your organisation's security functions is outsourced (do not
include consultants)? 
 None

 41 to 60%

 Up to 20%

 61 to 80%

 21 to 40%

 81 to 100%

22. How important is security awareness training to your organisation in the following
areas? 
Of no importance ↔

Very Important

1

5

2

3

4

6

Security policy
Security management
Access control systems
Network security
Investigations and legal issues
Encryption / Cryptography
Security systems architecture
The economics aspects of computer security (e.g.,
budgeting)

23. In the 2006 calendar year, approximately how much did your organisation spend on
computer security related activities (rounded in thousands)?
Operating Expenditure $
Capital Investment

$

24. Does your organisation conduct security audits? 
 Yes

 No

 Unknown
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25. IF YES TO Q.24, who are the results reported to? Tick all that apply 
[ ] CIO

[ ] Board

[ ] CEO

[ ] Other, please specify: _________________

[ ] CFO

[ ] Not reported

26. Regarding Copyright Infringement on work-owned Information & Communication
Technology (ICT): Tick all that apply 
[ ] Staff sign ICT Use Agreements.
[ ] Staff trained in Use Agreement.
[ ] Illegal file sharing (copyright infringement) regularly monitored.
[ ] Illegal file sharing filtered or blocked on workplace ICT.
[ ] Illegal file sharing traffic has occurred on workplace ICT.
[ ] Other (please specify)_____________________________________________________

27. Which of the following techniques do your company use to evaluate the effectiveness
of its information security? (Tick all that apply)? 
[ ] Security audits conducted by internal staff
[ ] Security audits conducted by external organisation
[ ] Penetration testing
[ ] Automated tools to check configuration of network systems
[ ] Web activity monitoring software
[ ] Email monitoring software
[ ] No techniques are used to evaluate security
[ ] Other

27a. If you answered “Other" to question 27, please specify:
_____________________________________________________________________
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28. My organisation uses the following metrics to quantify the cost/benefit aspects of
computer security expenditures. 
Disagree Strongly
1

2

3

↔
4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

Return on Investment (ROI)
Net Present Value (NPV)
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Other

28a. If you answered “Other” to question 28, please specify:____________________

29. Does your firm have any external insurance policies to help mitigate its cyber
security risks? 
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

30. What Operating System(s) do your workstations use? (Give approximate numbers)
a.

Windows 9x/ME

Approx. number ___________

b.

Windows NT

Approx. number ___________

c.

Windows 2000/XP

Approx. number ___________

d.

Mac OS

Version ____________

Approx. number ___________

e.

Unix/Linux/BSD

Version ____________

Approx. number ___________

f.

Other ___________

Version ____________

Approx. number ___________
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31. What types of computer security policies and/or procedures do you follow? Tick all
that apply. 
[ ]

Documented standard operating procedures

[ ]

Change control

[ ]

Incident management

[ ]

Forensic plan

[ ]

Segregation of duties

[ ]

Controls against malicious software

[ ]

Media back-up

[ ]

Management of removable computer media

[ ]

User access management, including password controls and privileges

[ ]

User responsibilities

[ ]

External network access control

[ ]

Monitoring system access and use

[ ]

Other _______________________________________________________________

32. Does your organisation follow, or use as a guide, any IT security-related standards? 
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Yes (Go to question 33)

 No (Go to question 34)

33. Please indicate which IT security-related standards your organisation uses. Tick all
that apply. 
[ ]

ISO/IEC 13335 Information Technology - Guidelines for the Management of IT
Security (various parts)

[ ]

AS/NZS ISO/IEC 17799:2001 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444.1:1999) :
Information technology - Code of practice for information security management

[ ]

ISO/IEC 17799:2005

[ ]

AS/NZS 17799.2:2000 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444.2: 2000) –
Information security management – Specification for info. security mgmt systems

[ ]

ISO/IEC 14516 Information Technology - Guidelines on the use and
management of trusted third parties’ services

[ ]

ACSI 33 – Australian Communications-Electronic Security Instructions 33

[ ]

HB 231: 2000 Information security risk management guidelines

[ ]

HB 171—2003 Guidelines for the management of IT evidence

[ ]

RFC2196 Site Security Handbook

[ ]

Security In the Government Sector (SIGS)

[ ]

NZSIT 400

[ ]

Vendor-specific standards or guides

[ ]

Other industry specific IT security standards

[ ]

No externally-produced standards in use

34. What percentage of your IT staff are security standard qualified?

____________

35. What levels of IT security qualifications / training do IT staff or contractors, who are
chiefly responsible for IT security in your organisation, possess? Tick all that apply. 
[ ]

Industry vendor IT security certifications, eg, Check Point, Cisco, NAI etc

[ ]

Industry vendor IT certifications, eg, MCSE, CCNA, etc

[ ]

Vendor-neutral IT security certifications, eg, SANS’ GIAC, CISSP, CIW etc

[ ]

Ad hoc IT security training courses

[ ]

Tertiary IT qualifications

[ ]

No formal quals but extensive industry experience in IT security of over 5 years

[ ]

Other _______________________________________________________________

[ ]

None of the above

[ ]

Unknown
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36. Do you think that your organisation needs to do more to ensure an appropriate level
of IT security qualification, training, experience or awareness for each of the
following categories of staff? 
Yes

No

Don't know

General staff
IT security staff
Management
37. Which of the following did you know met the “Objectionable Material” criteria
under NZ legislation? Tick all that apply. 
[ ] The sexual exploitation of children
[ ] Sexual violence or coercion
[ ] Torture or extreme violence
[ ] Bestiality (sexual activity involving animals)
[ ] Necrophilia (sexual activity involving dead people)
[ ] Urophilia (sexual activity involving urine)
[ ] Coprophilia (sexual activity involving faeces)
[ ] Representations of a particular class of person as inherently inferior
38. If content, likely to be legally deemed “Objectionable Material”, was found on
workplace ICT, what would happen? Tick all that apply. 
[ ] No further action
[ ] Dealt with internally
[ ] Reported to Police
[ ] Reported to Department of Internal Affairs
[ ] Other (please specify)___________________________________
39. Regarding “Objectionable Material” on work-owned ICT, Tick all that apply. 
[ ] Staff sign “objectionable material” clauses in ICT Use Agreements
[ ] Web-browser filters or blocks porn access
[ ] Web-browser logs regularly monitored for porn access
[ ] Email accounts filter or block porn access
[ ] Email accounts regularly monitored for porn access
[ ] Organisation’s ISP filters or blocks porn access
[ ] Performance and accuracy of filtering or blocking product/s in use is satisfactory
[ ] Other (please specify)______________________________________
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40. Please indicate when each of the following technologies was implemented in your
organisation (leave blank if not yet implemented) :
Technology

Existed 2006

Introduced 2006

Access management
Digital IDs

Reusable passwords
Encrypted login

Single sign-on/provisioning
Smart cards/tokens
Biometrics

Encrypted data files (data at rest)
VPN
PKI

Other Encryption
Anti-virus software

Anti adware/spyware
Intrusion detection
Firewalls

Content filtering/monitoring
Mobile Devices (Laptops, PDA’s Blackberry’s etc.)
Remote access
Wireless

Physical security
Software: upgrades/replacements

Hardware: upgrades/replacements
Web sites (information)

Web sites (transactional)
VoIP
Other (please describe)
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41. During the 2006 calendar year, please indicate the number of incidents in each
category you have detected in your organisation (estimates are acceptable). 
Definitions are in Section 3 (pages 14-17).
Incident Type
Computer Virus
Corruption/Bribery
Denial of Service
Extortion
Financial Fraud (computer assisted)
Identity Theft
Industrial Espionage
Insider Abuse
Money Laundering
Product Piracy & counterfeiting
Proprietary right infringement (TM etc.)
Sabotage
System Penetration (Hacking)
Telecommunication/Toll Fraud
Theft (Hardware/assets)
Theft (Information)
Theft of Transactional Information
Unauthorised access/use
Web Site Defacement/Vandalism
Other (please specify)
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2006 Incidents

42. For the incidents recorded in Question 41 above, what actions did your organisation
take? Please indicate all actions:
Incident

Computer Virus

No Action

Patched
Vulnerabilities
or
Changed Process

Did
Not
Report

Reported to
Management

Reported
to
Law Enforcement

Reported to
Legal
Counsel

Corruption/Bribery
Denial of Service
Extortion

Financial Fraud (computer
assisted)
Identity Theft

Industrial Espionage
Insider Abuse

Money Laundering
Product Piracy &
counterfeiting

Proprietary right
infringement (TM etc.)
Sabotage

System Penetration (Hacking)
Telecommunication / Toll
Fraud
Theft (Hardware/assets)
Theft (Information)

Theft of Transactional
Information

Unauthorised access/use
Web Site Defacement /
Vandalism
Other

(please specify)
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43. PDAs and Cellphones are often used to store proprietary information, including
passwords and cryptographic keys. Tick all that apply to your organisation. 
[ ] Organisation has specific security policy for PDA / Cellphone use
[ ] Organisation provides staff training on secure use of PDAs / Cellphones
[ ] Organisation requires use of anti-malware on PDAs / Cellphones
[ ] Acceptable Use policies in place for PDA / Cellphone use

44. For 2006 incidents that were reported to law enforcement agencies or to your legal
counsel, did these proceed to prosecution and was the prosecution successful?
Incident
Description

Civil /
Criminal

Prosecuted
Y/N?

Award /
Restitution

Conviction
Y/N?

Case ref /
S ummary

45. Does your organisation use any of the following for governance purposes or to
manage risk? 
Exists

Information Strategic
Plan
Information Security
Strategy
Use of Information
Management
Standards
Computer Incident
Response Plan
Business Continuity
Plan
Risk Management
Strategy
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Adhered
to

Internally
Reviewed

Externally
Reviewed

Formally
Monitored

Results reported
to Senior Mgmt

46. Unsolicited email (SPAM) is a growing issue, reducing employee productivity and
now making up over 94% of all email traffic. Tick all that apply. 
[ ] No SPAM filtering / blocking
[ ] Do not know who provides SPAM filtering
[ ] SPAM Filtering / Blocking at Email Server
[ ] SPAM Filtering / Blocking at ISP
[ ] I have sent complaints about received SPAM to the spammer's network
[ ] Organisation prepared to cooperate with anti-SPAM researchers
[ ] I use e-mail less because of spam and other security concerns
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2010 questionnaire
SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHICS

Please answer questions 1-5 with answers most appropriate to 2009.
If all answers for 1-5 are the same for 2007/8/9 please tick this box.

[ ]

1. Which of the following categories best describes your organisation's activity?








 Legal
 National government agency
 Local government agency

Utility (fuels/electricity/water)
Manufacturing / production
Financial
Telecommunications
Transport
High tech
Medical

 Entertainment/Media
 Construction
 Services (commercial/trade)
 Other (please specify):

 Wholesale
 Retail
 Education

_____________________________

2. How many employees are in your organisation (within New Zealand)?
 1-49

 100-199

 500-999

 50-99

 200-499

 Over 1000

3. What is your gross annual revenue
 Under $1 million
 $1 to 9 million
 $10 to $99 million

 $100 to $1 billion
 Over $1 billion

4. Please indicate all geographic areas of operation.
[ ] New Zealand
[ ] Asia Pacific
[ ] Australia
[ ] China

[ ] Europe
[ ] Middle East/Africa
[ ] North America
[ ] South America

5. Which best describes your job title?
 Chief Engineering Officer
 Chief Information Officer
 Chief Security Officer
 Chief Information Security Officer
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 Security Officer
 Systems Administrator
 IT Manager
 Other

6. What Operating System(s) do your workstations use? (Give approximate numbers)
Windows 9x/ME………………………

Approx. number ___________

Windows NT…………………………..

Approx. number ___________

Windows 2000………………………...

Approx. number ___________

Windows XP…………………………..

Approx. number ___________

Windows Vista………………………...

Approx. number ___________

Win 7…………………………………..

Approx. number ___________

Mac OS………………………………...

Approx. number ___________

Unix/Linux/BSD………………………

Approx. number ___________

Other (Please specify)____________....

Approx. number ___________

SECTION 2: SECURITY
7. What portion of your IT budget is spent on IT security?





 8-10%
 More than 10%
 Unknown

Less than 1%
1-2%
3-5%
6-7%

7a. Do you believe your organisation's current level of spending on IT security is adequate?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

8. Is your computer security policy dictated from outside New Zealand?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

9. Your organisation invests the appropriate amount on security awareness training.
↔

Disagree Strongly
1

2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

Choose one:
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10. Does your organisation monitor for unauthorised use of computer systems?
 Yes

11. In the

 No (Go to Question 14)

2009 calendar year, did your organisation

 Unknown

experience unauthorised use of

computer systems?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

11a. IF YES TO Q.11, how many incidents (either successful or unsuccessful)?
 1-5
 6-10

 More than 10 (please specify): ______________________
 Unable to specify number

11b. IF YES TO Q.11, How many incidents originated outside the organisation?
 1-5
 6-10

 More than 10 (please specify): _______________________
 Unable to specify number

11c. IF YES TO Q.11, How many incidents originated inside the organisation?
 1-5
 6-10

12. In the

 More than 10 (please specify):
 Unable to specify number

2008 calendar year, did your organisation

experience unauthorised use of

computer systems?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

12a. IF YES TO Q.12, how many incidents (either successful or unsuccessful)?
 1-5
 6-10

 More than 10 (please specify): ______________________
 Unable to specify number

12b. IF YES TO Q.12, How many incidents originated outside the organisation?
 1-5
 6-10
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 More than 10 (please specify): _______________________
 Unable to specify number

12c. IF YES TO Q.12, How many incidents originated inside the organisation?
 1-5
 6-10

13. In the

 More than 10 (please specify):
 Unable to specify number

2007 calendar year, did your organisation

experience unauthorised use of

computer systems?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

13a. IF YES TO Q.13, how many incidents (either successful or unsuccessful)?
 1-5
 6-10

 More than 10 (please specify): ______________________
 Unable to specify number

13b. IF YES TO Q.13, How many incidents originated outside the organisation?
 1-5
 6-10

 More than 10 (please specify): _______________________
 Unable to specify number

13c. IF YES TO Q.13, How many incidents originated inside the organisation?
 1-5
 6-10

 More than 10 (please specify):
 Unable to specify number

14. How often does your organisation apply security patches and updates?
Never

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Biannual

Annual

Auto-update

Operating system
Firewall
Anti-Virus
Anti-Spyware
Applications (e.g. Adobe Reader)
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On Demand

15. For security incidents or misuse your organisation detected in the 2009 calendar
please indicate the number of incidents and approximate cost. (Fill in all that apply)

year,

Number Cost
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

$_______ Bots/zombies within the organisation
$_______ Corruption/bribery
$_______ Denial of service
$_______ Exploit of client Web browser
$_______ Exploit of user's social network profile
$_______ Exploit of your organisation's DNS server
$_______ Exploit of your organisation's wireless network
$_______ Extortion or blackmail associated with threat of system attack or release of stolen data
$_______ Financial fraud
$_______ Identity theft
$_______ Industrial espionage
$_______ Insider abuse of Net access or email (e.g., pornography, pirated software)
$_______ Instant messaging abuse
$_______ Laptop or mobile hardware theft (consider associated data loss separately below)
$_______ Malware infection
$_______ Misuse of public Web application
$_______ Music / movies / ripping
$_______ Other exploits of your organisation's public-facing Web site or Web application
$_______ Network interception (e.g. password, valid session cookie or other token)
$_______ Phishing where your organisation was fraudulently represented as the sender
$_______ Product piracy & counterfeiting
$_______ Proprietary rights infringement (TM etc)
$_______ Sabotage of data or networks
$_______ System penetration by outsider
$_______ Telecommunication/toll fraud
$_______ Theft of hardware /assets
$_______ Theft of or unauth access to confidential proprietary info (intell. property) from all other causes
$_______ Theft of or unauth access to confidential proprietary info (intell. property) from mobile device theft
$_______ Theft of or unauth access to identifiable info (PII) or health info (PHI) from all other causes
$_______ Theft of or unauth access to identifiable info (PII) or health info (PHI) from mobile device theft
$_______ Theft of proprietary info (intellectual property)
$_______ Unauthorised access to confidential information
$_______ Unauthorised access / privilege escalation by insider
$_______ Virus contamination
$_______ Web site defacement

How many of these compromises were "unintentional" (e.g. incorrect account set-up gave employee
access to sensitive data)? ________________________
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16. In the 2009 calendar year, how many unauthorised access, misuse, or defacement
incidents did your public Web site suffer?
 None

 1-5
 6-10

 More than 10 (please specify): _______
 Unable to specify number

17. If your organisation experienced computer intrusion(s) in the
which of the following actions did you take (Tick all that apply)?

2009 calendar year,

[ ] Did not experience computer intrusions in 2009
[ ] Patched vulnerable software
[ ] Patched or remedied other vulnerable hardware or infrastructure
[ ] Changed/replaced software or systems (upgraded hardware, changed application vendors, etc.)
[ ] Installed additional computer security hardware
[ ] Installed additional computer security software
[ ] Changed your organisation's security policies
[ ] Contracted forensic investigator
[ ] Attempted to identify perpetrator using your own resources
[ ] Reported intrusion(s) to law enforcement agency
[ ] Reported intrusion(s) to legal counsel
[ ] Reported intrusion(s) to business partners or contractors
[ ] Reported intrusion(s) to public media
[ ] Reported intrusion(s) to individuals whose personal data was breached
[ ] Did not report the intrusion(s) to anyone outside the organisation
[ ] Provided new security services to users/customers (issuing new credentials, credit monitor, etc.)
[ ] Provided additional security awareness training to end users
[ ] Other (please specify)__________________________________________________________

18. What percentage of your organisation's security functions was outsourced?
2009_________%

2008_________%

2007_________%
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19. Policies on leaving staff; what exists, and is it enforced? Tick all that apply.
Exists

Enforced

[ ]

[ ]

No leaving policies

[ ]

[ ]

All ICT recovered

[ ]

[ ]

Accounts and access revoked

[ ]

[ ]

802.11 WEP/WPA passwords changed

[ ]

ID cards, access cards & keys recovered, staff alerted to

[ ]

[ ]

Shared passwords changed

[ ]

[ ]

Logs preserved & revocation of access documented

[ ]
refuse access

[ ]
[ ]
Other, please
specify__________________________________________

20. If your organisation did not report

2009 intrusion(s)

to law enforcement, please

indicate the reasons in terms of importance:
Of no importance
1
Negative publicity would hurt your organisation's
stock and/or public image
Competitors would use news of the intrusion(s) to
their advantage if it were to become public
Did not believe law enforcement
could help in the matter
Your organisation was unaware that law enforcement
was interested in such incidents
Incident/s too small to report
Civil remedy seemed the best course to pursue

Other
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2

3

↔ Very important
4

5

6

7

20a. If you answered “Other” for question 20, please specify:
_____________________________________________________________________
__

21. How important is Security-Awareness Training to your organisation in the following
areas?
Of no importance ↔

Very Important

1

5

2

3

4

6

Security policy
Security management
Access control systems
Network security
Investigations and legal issues
Cryptography
Security systems architecture

22a. In the 2009 calendar year, approximately how much did your organisation
spend on computer security related activities (rounded in thousands)?
Operating Expenditure $
Capital Investment

$

23. Does your organisation conduct internal security audits?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

23a. IF YES TO Q.23, who are the results reported to? Tick all that apply
[ ] CIO

[ ] Board

[ ] CEO

[ ] Other, please specify: ________________

[ ] CFO

[ ] Not reported
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24. Did your organisation get infected by the Conficker worm?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

24a. If yes, what was the scale of the infestation? ______% of machines
24b. "Did you consider Conficker to be a small medium or large problem for
you?"
24c. How long did it take to clean Conficker entirely from your network
 1hr

 2days

 3hrs

 1week

 6hrs

 < 1month

 12hrs

 >1month

 24hrs

 Not certain of complete removal

24d. What was the cost to your organisation from the Conficker infection? $_______
24e. Were you able to determine how your network became infected? Please specify:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

25. Which of the following techniques does your company use to evaluate the
effectiveness of its information security? (Tick all that apply)?
[ ] Security audits conducted by internal staff
[ ] Security audits conducted by external organisation
[ ] Penetration testing conducted by internal staff
[ ] Penetration testing conducted by external staff
[ ] Automated tools to check configuration of network systems
[ ] Web activity monitoring software
[ ] Email monitoring software
[ ] No techniques are used to evaluate security
[ ] Other
25a. If you answered “Other" to question 25, please specify:
____________________________________________________________________
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26. My organisation uses metrics to quantify the cost/benefit aspects of computer
security expenditures.
↔

Disagree Strongly
1

2

3

4

Agree Strongly
5

6

7

Return on Investment (ROI)
Net Present Value (NPV)
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Other

26a. If you answered “Other” to question 26, please specify:____________________
27. Does your firm have any external insurance policies to help mitigate its cyber
security risks?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

28. What types of security policies/procedures do you follow? Tick all that apply.
[ ] Documented standard operating procedures
[ ] Change control
[ ] Incident management
[ ] Forensic plan
[ ]

Segregation of duties

[ ] Controls against malicious software
[ ] Media back-up
[ ] Management of removable computer media
[ ] User access management, including password controls and privileges
[ ] User responsibilities
[ ] External network access control
[ ] Monitoring system access and use
[ ] Cellphone/PDA policies
[ ] Officially-recognised and position-appropriate security checks for new employees
[ ] Security audit/inspection of any 3rd party system connecting to your network
[ ] Employees and consultants/contractors are police checked as a matter of policy
[ ] Other ___________________________________________________________
[ ] None of the above
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29. Please indicate which IT security-related standards your organisation uses.
Tick all that apply.
[ ] ISO/IEC 32146 - Security guidelines for data processing environments
[ ] AS/NZS ISO/IEC 17799 (previously known as AS/NZS 4444)Information
technology - Code of practice for information security management
[ ] ISO/IEC 14516 Information Technology - Guidelines on the use and management
of trusted third parties’ services
[ ] ISO/IEC 27001 - Information technology - information security management
system
[ ] ISO/IEC 27002 (previously known as ISO 17799) - Information technology information security management standard
[ ] ISO/IEC 27000 - other new information security management series of standards
[ ] NZ Government - Security In the Government Sector (SIGS)
[ ] NZ Government - NZSIT 400 series
[ ] ACSI 33 – Australian Communications-Electronic Security Instructions 33
[ ] HB 231 Information security risk management guidelines
[ ] NZS 4360 risk management guidelines
[ ] HB 171—2003 Guidelines for the management of IT evidence
[ ] RFC2196 Site Security Handbook
[ ] PCI-DSS
[ ] ISO/IEC 13335 Information Technology - Guidelines for the Management of IT
Security (various parts)
[ ] Vendor-specific standards or guides
[ ] Other NZ or international industry specific IT security standards - such as NIST,
Information Security Policies Made Easy (Charles Cressen Woods), ISACA
references, please specify: _______________________________________________
[ ] No external standards in use
[ ] Internally-produced standards in use

30. How many IT staff does your organisation have? ______________

31. How many of your IT staff have a security certification or qualification (e.g. CISSP)?
_________
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32. What levels of IT security qualifications / training do IT staff or contractors, who are
chiefly responsible for IT security in your organisation, possess? Tick all that apply.
[ ]

Industry vendor IT security certifications, eg, Check Point, Cisco, NAI etc

[ ]

Industry vendor IT certifications, eg, MCSE, CCNA, etc

[ ]

Vendor-neutral IT security certifications, eg, SANS’ GIAC, CISSP, CIW etc

[ ]

Ad hoc IT security training courses

[ ]

Tertiary IT qualifications

[ ]

No formal quals but extensive industry experience in IT security of over 5 yrs

[ ]

Other _________________________________________________________

[ ]

None of the above

[ ] Unknown
33. Do you think that your organisation needs to do more to ensure an appropriate level
of IT security qualification, training, experience or awareness for each of the following
categories of staff?
Yes

No

General staff
IT security staff
Management
3rd Party Contractor

34.

Does your organisation have a designated, forensically-trained first-responder?
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

35. Please rank the following security issues in order of importance
(1 being the most important, 7 being the least important):
[ ] Generic external threats such as viruses and malware
[ ] Mobile device security
[ ] Physical protection for data centres
[ ] Protection from internal users
[ ] Random external attacks (e.g. hackers)
[ ] Security policy compliance
[ ] Targeted external attacks
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36. Technology changes require new security measures. What protection does your
organisation have from USB incidents? Tick all that apply.
[ ] None
[ ] File copy-protection
[ ] USB capability disabled or nonexistent
[ ] USB copy protection tool running on network
[ ] Other, please specify______________________________________________

37. Please indicate whether your business used mobile devices for business purposes
during the 2009 calendar year. (Mobile devices are categorised as: PDAs, low-cost
mobile devices (e.g. old mobile phones), smart phones (e.g. iPhones), and other mobile
devices)
 Yes

 No

 Unknown

37a. If yes to Q37, Please indicate whether your business experienced any of the
following as a result of the use of (PDAs, low-cost mobile devices such as old mobile
phones, smart phones such as iPhones, and other mobile devices) during the 2009
calendar year.
PDA

Old-Cell

Smart-Phone Other-Mobile-Device

Unknown
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Unauthorised network access
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Theft or loss of hardware
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Virus or other malicious code
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
(except Spyware)
Spyware
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Phishing
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Theft /breach of confidential info
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Please specify (e.g. theft/loss): ______________________________________
Other (Please specify): __________________________________________________
37b. For the 2009 calendar year, which of the following computer security
measures did your business use to protect the (PDAs, low-cost mobile devices such as old
mobile phones, smart phones such as iPhones, and other mobile devices)?
PDA Old-Cell Smart-Phone Other-Mobile-Device

Unknown

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

No security tools or procedures used [ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Encryption software installed
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Anti-malware software installed
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
Other,
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
(please specify): _______________________________________________________
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